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Purposes- are to promote the use of the progralllning 1anguagePascal as well as the
ideas behind Pascal. Pascal is a practical, general purpose language
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Pascal Users' Group/ %Judy Mullins/Mathematics Department/The,Universityl
SOUTHAMPTON/S095NH/United Kingdom! (telephone 0703-559122 x2387)
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The P~cat N~~ is the official but informal publication of the User's Group.
It is produced quarterly (usually September, November, February, and May).
A complete membership list is printed in the November issue. Single
back issues are available for $1 each. Out of print: #s 1,2,3

;;:i,:i~{;..,~:,,~val1able from George Richmond/Computing Center/U of Colorado/Boulder/80309
The contrfbutionby PUGmembers of ideas, queries, articles, letters, and opiniC).ns,for

,,';:,;i;','" the'N~.t.e..t.t.vt is important. Articles and notices concern: Pascal.'i~~fcr'
ph'tl()sophy;the use of Pascal as a teaching tool, uses of Pascal ata1fferent

..,,'. computerinstall,ationss portable. (applications) program exchange. b9'f',~,p,
. promote Pascal usage, and important events (meetings, publications. etc.).

Implementation 'i~formation for the programming language Pascal on different comp~ter
systems is provided in the N~lett~ out of the necessity to spread the use

."," of fascal. This includes contacts for maintainers, documentors. and
ifi;"i:';~':cU~~ri.butors ofa given implementation as well as'~ere to send bug ,reports.
7/:iir<;,.,otft(fual.itative and quantitative descriptions for a given .implementation are
..j;;.;,i:~t~c1pub11ciZe<f.,Proposedextenstons to Standard Pascal for users of,a91,,"''''

".' implementation are aired. Announcements are made of the availability of new
, . software writing tools for a Pascal environment..
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Mi.sc~lla~eOus features incl ude bibliographies t questionalres. and membership J'Ists.
"';'fi,}'~,~,,;'Editor's notes are in Pascal style comnents (**). .'
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
1WIN CITIES

University Computer Center
227 Experimenta' Enlinearinl Buildin,
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 376-7290

PART I - Promoting Pascal Usage

This concerns large computer centers with many users who can be thought of as

consumers of computer software. If we consider only the users (including the computer

center staff) who write programs in a programming language (rather than. say. use a
oackage such as SPSS - Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) then the problem

comes down to cOnlerting users from established and less desirable languages such as

FORTRAN.ALGOL-60. BASIC. and PL/I to Pascal.,
William Waite's valuable guest editorial in Software. Practice and Experience

Vol. 3. pp. 195-6. provides many of the guidelines. He states that the support

available for a language is more important than the features in the language itself.

He likens languages to "species which inhabit certain ecological niches." The analogy

has been quite useful in identifying ways of promoting Pascal at the University of

Minnesota (see also Editor's Contribution Pascal Newsletter '5). Waite goes on to say

that only whefi a more efficient competitor for a given language's life support systems

is introduced into the ecosystem will the given language be ousted. At many

universities. then. Fortran is a very healthy species which occupies, according to

WaHe. "the niche created by 'scientific' computation" (perhaps numerical computation
is a better term).

The specific checklist given by waite includes:
1) Is a sufficient library of standard procedures available?

2) Can the relevant ones by extracted automatically?

3) Is there easy interface with computer system utilities such as the file manager and

the sort/merge package?
4) Is there easy interface for assembler if performance measurement shows critical

procedures which are not adequately optimized by the translator?
5) Will consultation and programming assistance be available if I have problems with

the 1anguage?
6) Is there sufficient program preparation equipment (interactive terminals. keypunches)

with the proper character sets?
7) Will the computer system provide reasonable turnaround for programs written in the

language?

EDITOR'S CONTRIBUTION

If we take an "advocacy" position with respect to Pascal in order to promote its

use. these and other aspects come into play. At the University of Minnesota. the
following proved very useful since we began using Pascal in 1972.
1) The prevailing view that a language processor should be given support only

proportional to its usage cannot be tolerated. To give a language processor a fair

chance. it must be actively promoted for awhile and then its acceptance evaluated.

The intrinsic merit of the language and its processor should be the determining

factors.
2) Proper user documentation helps promote the language. Pascal starts with Pascal

User Manual and Report. In addition a local computer center should provide two

documents: A) a double-sided one sheet handout describing the local Pascal

facilities to satisfy.the numerous requests for information made by walk-in users.
On this sheet should be a date. place. author. and a description of the purpose of

the sheet. The installation's Pascal facilities include references for more

information (including P.UM&Rand the other document described below); a

description of the compiler or interpreter. its origin, reliability. commonly used

options. and how to use the system in both batch and interactive modes (this

includes commandsequences and a description of the form of compile-time and

run-time messages); and a small character set table if substitutions need to be
made. B) a larger (20-30 page document) both in printed copy and in machine

retrievable form which includes an introduction describing the scope of the

document; information about the programming language Pascal. its history. uses.

implementations. general and short description of its semantics and syntax; a

history of the particular implementations (Pascal compilers) the computer center

is running (current features and future developments); a description of the

implementation. how it works. the specific definition of the sizes of scalar types.

predefined (non-standard) identifiers. compiler options and switches. differences

between this implementation and the standard; how to run programs under the
implementation both in interactive and batch modes. program preparation. character

sets. the commands to invoke the compiler or interpreter; guidelines. hints and
cautions for effective usage. error messages. how to use software writing tools

such as the cross-referencer. prettyprinter. source language editor. etc.; a

detailed annotated list of references: introductory texts. reference manuals.

books on applications. and sources of current information.
3) Enough people must be available for helping users with problems in their programs.

4) Publicity for Pascal to keep it constantly in the eye of the computer center user

community: 2-3 week short courses in the language; articles in the computer center

newsletter promoting the language as well as announcing planned changes in versions;
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EDITOR'S CONTRIBUTION

living, "useful", well written, and simple example programs to show the language

at its best: (e.g. a fancy calendar program - what better way to get people's
interest?) .

5) When converting persons remember that: don't wastetime converting Fortran and

assembly language programmers who are overly concerned with machine efficiency.
They will persist in their habits. Pascal's strengths lie in reducing the number

of runs one has to make on program development, and because Pascal is nearly as

efficient in terms of machine time as Fortran, less actual computer time is used;
new programmers are the best bet, the computer science department can made a great

contribution by teaching the language to new programmers and using it in other
parts of the curriculum; urge people to write ~ programs in the language rather

than getting them to convert old programs - although the latter may produce converts

astounded at better solutions arrived at because they were able to think more

clearly and conceive of a better algorighm in a systematic language (Pascal).

After bringing Pascal from nowhere to third out of 20 languages in four years

we feel that support for Pascal is sufficient to survive and "ecological counterattack"

and will continue to erode Fortran's base of users as we satisfy more of William

Waite's principles - particularly in the area of libraries of procedures.

PART II - Pascal and Standards

There has not been time to receive the reaction to the proposals which appeared

in Newsletter #6. Formal standardization of Pascal as it is now (by an official

standards organization such as ISO or ANSIwhich could then have economic enforcement

in the marketplace) is pretty straightforward. Changing Pascal is certainly a political
problem, and even deciding how to pick a committee and when and where it could meet
may prove to be overwhelming. A lot of issues regarding specific changes are not clear

cut. We are a loose union. not a tight band, of devotees.

What we should concentrate on is conventionalizing the few recurring
extensions in the various implementations of Pascal. We can use the Newsletter for that.

I cannot overemphasize my conviction that much, careful consideration was given to what

features were left out of Pascal as it has evolved. Wemust always go back to the
design goals of compactness, vehicle for portability, vehicle for teaching systematic

programming, and a tool to write efficient production programs. We should not use

Pascal for purposes it was not intended (such as writing an operating system). One

should not misuse or break any tool. Note that other languages have been designed

for those tasks (in the case of operating systems with the need to express concurrent

processes we have Brinch Hansen's Concurrent ~ascal, Hoare's SIMONE,and a rumor

about Wirth's MODUlA).

I hope my editorial in PUGNI6 did not seem too confused - I was trYing to be

compromising and all-encompassing and I still lack a lot of answers.

One final note: the wholeSALEbending of Pascal to make it conform to

conventions of Burroughs ALGOL(as described in the report: "Burroughs Pascal:
Some Implementor's Thoughts) is alarming. Whyhave a different language (Pascal)

available which can bridge Burroughs users to software written on other machines
if one adopts so many features from an eXisting Burrough's language: Burroughs

Extended ALGOL? Onemight as well stick to Burroughs ALGOL. At best it's PascAlGOll
Whyget so upset? Implementors are not operating in a vacuum; they affect all of us

on the issue of standards and portability.

PART III - PUG and Pascal Newsletter

PUGnow has 5gB members in 24 countries and 44 states. We have been growing

steadily at the rate of 60 members/month since we started. By June. then, we should

have almost 1000 members. This will cause us financial anguish in the form of growing
pains, So the result is very poor service regarding back issues. Sorry. It's hard

to plan ahead with the small budget we have.

Speaking of slow distribution, as I write this I'm sure some of you have not yet

received #6. This will make 18 longer when the reaction arrives. 15 and 16 were big

and were mailed overseas by air so that we could get the Pascal movement back on track.

We also printed nearly everything that came to our attention. This satisfied the

individual urgent questions we had been receiving about newsletters and implementations.

This did cost us money and that is why 17 is small and will not go by air overseas. We

are happy to report that things seem to be much improved as the information has gotten
out via the newsletter. We have tried to take an advocacy position with the goal of

furthering Pascal. We hope that this hasn't offended anyone.

The bright area is the UKdistribution center which is getting lots of members

and has eased the overseas distribution load for us.

Thanks for all the compliments regarding the newsletter. We shall try to "keep
up the good work." But we do need the help we requested for handling some departments

of the newsletter and functions of the User's Group written in PUGN#6.

/~1t
December 29, 1976



NEWS (ALPHABETICAL BY LAST NAME)

Jim Fontana, Control .Data Corporation, 3519 W. Warner Ave., Santa Ana, CA92704
(PUG member): "... I would appreciate hearing from any PUGmembers who know

where tapes and listings for any version of Concurrent Pascal and the Solo
Operating System are available." (*12/20/76*)

Bill Hopkins, Dept. of Compoand Info. Sci., University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA 19174 (PUGmember): "...1 am at the moment Pascal-less. Do
you have any Univac (nee RCA) Spectra 70 installations on the mailing list?
We're going to a 9070 Univac in the Christmas break but it will be software
compatible - still Univac VMOS. I understand that the Stony Brook 360 compiler

was being converted to VMOSat Georgia State, but I haven't been able to raise

anyone there. Wou1d appreci ate any poi nters." (*10/2/76*)

Pef Hsia, Computer Science Program, The University of Alabama, Huntsville, P.O.

Box 1247, Huntsvil1 e, AL 35807 (PUGmember): ".. .We currently have a Univac

1100/10 system and are planning to implement a Pascal in order to teach some

basi c programming concepts of it." (*12/6/76*)

Olivier Lecarme, I.M.A.N., Universite de Nice, Parc Va1rose, Nice Cedex 06034,

France (PUGmember): We received the 173 page proceedings from a "Pascal Days"

conference held in France during June 5th and 6th, 1975. Olivier co-organized

the conference which discussed implementation, development, and applications

in 7 working sessions. C. Girault was the other co-organizer. He is at the

Institut de Programmation, Universite Paris VI. Other participants were:

J. Cea, D. Thibault, J.L. Bouchenez, B. Lohro, C. Girau1t, M. de 1a Croix,

M. Ga1inier, J.L. Pouzin, J. Farre, M. Gauthier, A. Tisserant, G. Terrine,

P. Maurice, J.P. Partouche, G. Tassart, D. Thibault, B. Lang, D. Fortier,

D. Gurtner, J.L. Nebut, R. Rousseau, G. Terrine, Nguyen Van Lu, B. Robinet,

M. Dupras, C. Precetti, and J. Bezivin. (*12/13/76*)

John L. ~, Northwestern University, Vogelback Computing Center, 2129
Sheridan Rd.. Evenston, IL 60201 (PUGmember): "... I am in the process of

installing release 2 of Pascal 3.4 on our 6400 at Vogelback. I'm happy to see

the improvements, especially the smaller core requirements. I've heard that

Larry Liddiard has been trying to reduce the size Pasca1 is not receiving the

attention it deserves at Northwestern. I've added a Pascal mode to our

interactive text editor as a first attempt in making Pascal use more attractive.

We have several students interested in the language and one course this quarter

HERE AND WITH PASCA LTHERE
(NEWS FROM MEMBERS, CONFERE~CES, NEW BOOKS, APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS, ETC,)

is using Wirth's Algorithms + Data Structures K Programs and running lab problems

on our batch system " (*11/22/76*)
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(PUG member): "Has anyone

I'm interested in the

Fleming M. ~, 213 Weddell *12, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

implemented Pascal on an Interdata 8/321 If so, who?

detail s." (*12/3/76*)

Ate Phung, Krefe1der Str. 23, 0-5100 Aachen, Germany (PUGmember): "...As I am
dealing with the implementation of Pascal to a Xerox Sigma 3. please send me any

further informations about your experiences." (*12/B/76*)

Dean~, INTEL Corooration. 3065 BowersAvenue, Santa Clara. CA 95051 (PUGmember):
".. .p1ease inform me of all implementations of Pascal for microprocessors of which
you are aware." (*11/29/76*)
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Stephen C. Schwarm,E.I. du Pont de NemoursCo., 101 Beech St., Wilmington. OE

19898 (PUGmember): " ...we now have 150 persons on the DECUS(DECUsers Group)

SIG Pascal mailing listl I'm preparing a newsletter which I will send shortly,

and forward a copy to you as we11 there is a big demand for an RSX-11 compiler.

...P4 is great for imp1ementingI The problems with POP-lIs is that the compiler

uses too much data space: 5K for the stack and 16K dynamic storage. On the other

hand P-code translates well to POP 11 code: 48K and this can be reduced to 32K

with some hand optimization " (*1/3/77*)

Manfred Seifert, Informatik III, Universitat Karlsruhe. Zirkel 2, 0-7500 Karlsruhe.
Germany (PUGmember): "Our institute is running a POP 11/45 and two PDP 11/345

1ikked together via OL-11E and DL-11B. Weare using RSX-11Mand RSX-11S,
communication with DECNET-11M/S. We are interested in a compiler under RSX-11M,

or a compiler easily changeable to RSXsupport. Wewill use Pascal for
programming IPC and decentralized control software in our local network. (*11/15/76*)

Rick Thomas, 408 Domer Ave. , Takoma Park, MD20012 (PUGmember): "...We have a

Univac 1108 installation at the University of Maryland and we just installed the

Pasca1/1100 compiler written at Naval Undersea Center by Mike Ball. Wewould be
especially interested in an automatic Pascal source code indenter, for displaying

the structure of someone e1se's code " (*12/17/76*)

University of Washington, Seattle Computer Center Newsletter, August, 1976 shows

that language processor statistics on its 6400/Cyber 73 system put Pascal at 12

behind Fortran (up from 5th the previous fiscal year~ There was a decline in

Simu1a usage over the same period. The Pascal increase was 65% from last year.

Tom Zwitter, Advanced Development Div.. Building B, Ohio Nuclear Inc.. 6000
Cochran Rd., Solon OH44139 (PUG member): "...1 spoke with Stephen Schwarm

regarding their effor~s and they hope to make an RSX-11 version available..." (*11/29*)



HERE WITH PASCA LTHEREAND
(NEWS FROM MEMBERS, CONFERENCES, NEW BOOKS, APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS, ETC.)

CONFERE"r.ES

The Third Annual Computer Studies Symposiumat the University of Southampton
being organized by D.W. Barron and J.M. Mullins has added a speaker in the
Application part of the program. 011vier Lecame will speak on "Pascal and

Portabl1ity". The symposi.um. entitled: Pascal. Implementation and Applications

was fully described in Newsletter #6.

SOOKS AND ARTICLES

(* We really need someone to manage this section. *)

D.W. Barron reported in a letter dated 1 December. 1976 that there is a newly

pUbl1shed book:

Introduction to PASCAL by C.A.G. Webster. Heyden. 1976. price: $11.00.
t.S.SO. DM3S.00.

(NEW MEMBERS, CHANGED OR CORRECTED ADDR'SSES AND PHONES)ROSTER 1/4/77
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S. KAMAL AOOALI
DEPT. OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
RENSSELAER POlYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TROY NY 12181
(518) 270-6558

JOHN M. W08US
453 WESTCOTT ST. APT. 1
SYRACUSE NY 13210
(15) 472-4923

RAI()N TAN

2345 UNION ST.
ALLENTOWN PA 18104
(215) 434-5432

WILLIAM C. HOPKINS
DEPT. OF COMPo AND INFO. SCI.
U OF PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA PA 19174
(215) 243-8549

RICK THOMAS
408 DOMER AVENUE
TAKOMA PARK MO 20012
0011 565-2678

JOHN SHAW
BLDG 36 I ROOM 2A29
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OFHEAlTH
BETHESDA MO 20014
0011 496-3204

WILLIAM A. RUTISER
CAAC
THE GEORGE "WASHINGTON UNIVERSiTy
WASHINGTON DC 20052
(202) 676-6525

FRED W. pown L
INNOVATIVE MANAGEI4ENT SYSTEMS
865 MIDDLEBROOK AVENUE
STAUNTON VA 24401

PEl HSIA
COMPUTER SCI ENCE PROGRAr~
U OF ALABAMA AT HUNTSVILLE
P.O. BOX 1247
HUNTSVILLE AL 35807

STEVEN W. WEINGART
MS 4753
SPERRY-UNIVAC
2276 HIGHCREST DRIVE
ROSEVILLE loIN 55113
(612) 633-6170 X3748

T()t.1 ZW I TTER

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT DIV.
BUILDING B
OHIO NUCLEAR INC.
6000 COCHRAN ~D.
SOL ON 01'1 44139

ROBERT A. LAWLER
MS U2'123
UNIVAC PARK
P.O. BOX 3525
ST. PAUL MN 55165
(612) 456-3107

GREGORY J. WINTERHALTER
5148 DEXTER RD.
ANN ARBOR 141 48103

ROSS D. SCHMIDT
loiN 11-2120
HONEYWELL INC.
600 2ND ST. NO.E.
HOPKINS loiN 55343
(612) 542-6741

CHARLES G. MOORE
NETWORK SERVICES INC.
175 JACKSON PLAZA
ANN ARBOR 141 48106
(313) 426-2620

RICHARD HENORICKSON
CRAY RESEARCH INC.
7850 METRO PARKWAY SUITE 213
MINNEAPOLIS loiN 55420
(612) 854-7472

HERMAN BERG
108 E. DAYTON
MADI SON WI 53703
(608) 251-1910

RON ,HOMAS
OATA 100 CQRP~A'ION
7725 WASHINGTON AVE. S.
MINNEAPOliS loiN55425
(612) 941-6500

JOliN E. COLLI NS
BLOG 235 F247
3M CENTER
ST. PAUL MN 55101
(612) 736-0778

SCOTT dEr~T I LSON
UN I VEI~S I ,y COMPU,ER CEN,ER
227 EXP. ENGR.
U OF ~1I NNESOTA
MINNEAPOliS MN 55455
(612) 376-5262 (WORK)
(612) 729-0059 (HOME)

MARK RUSTAQ .
585 HARRIET AVE 1213
ST. PAUL MN55112

T I MQTHY J. HOFFMAr~N
UNIVERSiTy COMPUTER CENTER
227 EXP. ENGR.
U OF MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS I~ 55455
(612) 373-6957 (HOME)
(612) 376-5262 (WORK)

KEVIN HAUSMANN
MECC
2520 W. BROADWAY
LAUDERDALE MN 55113
(612) 376-1119

INDULIS VALTERS
MISRC
93 BLEGEN HALL
U OF MINNESOTA
WEST BAI~K
141NNEAPOlI S loiN 55455
(612) 341-4430 (HOME)

rt. I. JOHNSON
COMP. SCI. DEpT.
U OF NORTH DAKOTA
i30X3181 ~NIVERSITy STATION
GRAND FORKS NO 58202
0011 777-4107

JOHN L. NORSTAQ
VOGELBACK COIPUTING CENTER
IjQRTHWESTERN UN I VERS I TY
2129 SHERIDAN RD.
EVANSTON IL 60201
(12) 492-5369

TRUI~AN C. PEW I ~

APPLIED MATH DIVISION
9LOG. 221
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
9700 SOUTH CASS AVENUE
AtlGON,jE IL 60439
0121 739-7711

MIKE LEIlON
168 WEST THIRD STREET
El PASO IL 61738
(09) 527-4342

ED KATZ
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEpT.
U OF SOUTHWESTERN LOU I S I AI~A
ROX 4-4330 USL STA,ION
LAFAYETTE LA 70504
(18) 233-6840
(18) 233-6767

OENNIS DANCE
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.
UIUVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT LITTLE ROO<
33RD AND UNIVERSITY
LIT'lE ROO< AR 72204
(501) 569-3252

GEORGE L IGLER
1000 w. SPRING VALLEY RD. APT. 263
RICHARDSON TX 75080
(214) 231-0825

TED FISHMAN
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
P.O. BOX 6015 (MS 295)
DALLAS TX 75222
(214) 349-3028
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GORDON S"'UART
TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL INST.
CAt-1OSUN COllEGE
1950 LANSDOWNE RD.
VICTORIA B.C. VaP 5J2
CANADA
(604) 592-1281 X248

PIERRE DESJA~INS
I NFORMATIQUE
UN I VFRS I'TE DE MONTREAL
C.P. 6128
MQNTi'lE"L QUEBEC 101
CAN"D"
(514) 343-6463

JEAN BEZIVIN
DEP"RTEMENT DE MATHEMATIQUES &
UNIVERSITE DE RENNES
RENNES CEDEX 35031
Fi'lANCE
36.48.15

ATTN: A.D.R.
CHA~~E DE COMMERCE ET D-INDUSTRIE
6 BLD GAI.f3EHA
GRENOBLE 38000
FRANCE

DIDIER '!'HIBAULT
17 RUE GAY-LUSSAC
PARIS 75005
FRANCE
527 16 85

JACQUES FARRE
T ".65
INS11TUT DE PROGRAMMATION
4 PLACE JUSSIEU
PARIS CEDEX 05 75230
FRANCE
336 25 25 X58 77

ATE PHUNG
KREFELDER STR. 23
AACHEN 0- 51 00
GERMANY

HORST SAN10
~-IPES
POSTFAOi 1240
ST. AUGUSTI N
GERMANY

0-5205

H.-J. HOFn1ANN
FACHOEREICH INFORMATIK
1ECHNISCHE HOCHSCHULE
STEUBENPLATZ 12
DARMS'!'AOT 0-6100
GERMANY

MANFRED SEIFER'!'
INFOR~ATIK III
UN I Vfl1S I T

A' KARL SIUJltf
ZI>1KEL 2
KARLSRUHE 0-7500
GERt4ANY
0721/608-3982

BEI!NHARD NEGEL
INFORMA STEGLITZER S'R. 17F

HAI.f!URG 70 2
GERMANY
040/664911

ATTN: THE LIBRARY
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
P.O.BOX 962
HAIFA
ISRAEl

MENACHEM SZUS
ART AND SCIENCE
BEZALEL ACADEMY OF ART AND DESIGN
10 SfMJEL HANAG 10 ST.
JERUSALEM
ISRAEl

TERUO HIKITA
DEPT. OF INFO. SCI.
U OF TQ(YD
TQ(YO 113
JAPAN
03-812-2111 X2947

LEON LUKASZEWICZ
COMPUTATION CENTRE
POL I SH ACADEMY OF SCI ENCE
WARSZAWA PKIN 00901
POlAND
200211 X2225

C. C. HANDLEY
DEP1. OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
UNIVERSI1Y OF DURBAN-WESTVILLE
P/BAG X54001
DURBAN 4000
SOUTH AFRICA
821211 X138

SEVED TORSTENDAHL
TDMTBERGAV 279
NORSBORG S-145 72
SWEDEN

CLAES RICKEBY
HEOEIWVAGEN 5
ImOMMA 5-1(\ 1 '4
SWEDEN
08/37 65 37

BERGT NORDSTROM
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCES
CHALMERS I~STITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GOTEBERG S-402 20
SWEDEN

LARS G. MOSSBERG
VOl VO FL YGMOTOR AB
BOX 136
TROLLHATTEN S-461 01
SWEDEN

L "RS MAGNUSSON
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOlOGY
UPPSALA UNIVERSITY
BOX 534
UPPSALA S-751 21
SWEDEN
018-10 04 70

HILMAR GUTFElDT
RESEARCH N~D DEVELOPMENT-DEPT. 82
HASLER LTD.
i3ELPSTRASSE 23
BERNE 14 CH-30DO
SWITZERLAND
031 65 21 11

C. BRON
DEPT. OF ELECTRICAl ENGINEERING
TECHNISCHE HOGESCHOOl TWENTE
POSTBUS 217
ENSCHEDE
THE NETHERLANDS
(031) 53 894451

DENIS M. WILSON
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTING SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN
KING-S COllEGE
OLD ABERDEEN SCOTLAND AB9 2UB
UN ITED KINGDOM

ATTN: COMPUTER UNIT
COMPU1ER CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF WARWiCK
COVENTRY ENGLAND CV4 7AL
UN I'TED K I NGODM
(0203) 24011 X2754

N ROO I NSON
1 THE FAIRWAY
NOH'ItWOOO MIDDLESEX
LONDON ENGLAND HI\6 3DZ
UNI'TED KINGDOM

B. J. CORNEll US
DEPT. OF COMP. STUDIES
UNIVERSITY OF HULL
HUll ENGLAND HU6 7RX
UNI'TED KINGDOM

B. T. MITCHEll
COMPUT I NG LABORATORY
UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANOREWS
NORTH HAUGH ST. ANDREWS
FIFE SCOTLAND KY16
UN !TED KINGDOM

J. B. SLATER
COMPUTER UNIT
WESTFIELD COlLEGE
KIDOERPORE AVENUE
LONDON ENGLAND NW3 7S'
UNITED KINGDOM

J. J. FlORENTIN
DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
BIRKBECK COLLEGE
MALH STREET
LONDON ENGLAfI) WCI E 7HX
UNITED KINGDOM

BRIAN MEEK
COMPUTER UNIT
QUEEN ELIZABETH COlLEGE
CAMPOEN HILL ROAD
LONOON ENGLAND W8 7AH
UN ITED KINGDOM
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material :- code!!!!.!!.100;

color :- (code ~100) mod 100;

style :- code div 10000;

ARTICLES
(FORMAL SUBMITTED CONTRIBUTIONS)

LIFE, LIBERTY AND THE PURSUIT OF UNFORMATTED INPUT

D.W. BARRON AND J.M. MULLINS

University of Southampton

IN PU~S, Eisenberg presents three examples which, he

claims, demonstrate the necessity for formatted input. This note

attempts to demolish those claims.

Example 1 is concerned with survey analysis. 7S candidates are rated

on a scale 1 to S, and the observations from each individual taking part

in the survey are punched as a contiguous stream of 7S digits. Formatted

input allows this to be read as 75 integers: extracting the integer

values by reading characters and using ord(ch) - ord('O') is said to
"detract from the exercise ... the student is not interested in the use

of "ord" or strings "
The student needs to reslise that dealing with this sort of

dsta is messy, so that in future he can tell people designing surveys

to prepare their data in a more palatable manner, instead of producing

unreadable and inherently error prone sequences of digits. (Anyone

designing a survey ought to consult the person responsible for ana lysing

the results ~ the data is punched. They can then be told that

redundancy in the form of separators allows error checking.)

_ Example 2 "Your Ph.D. Advisor" has produced a card deck in which

"co lumns 11 to 70 contain 20 3-digi t numbers...".

See the remarks on example 1 above. If your Ph.D. Advisor

really produces data like this, he ought not to be allowed to advise

Computer Science Ph.D. students. We are ssked to note that omitting blanks

"saves keypunching time and storage space, both of which are the

equivalent of moneY". Balderdash. Do the sums, and compare the cost with

the time of the (expensive) programmer aorting out the reaultant mess.

(Incidentally, anyone who tells uf to keypunch real numbers in a contiguous

stream to avoid "wasting time typing apaces" will be told, politely but

firmly, to go get his head examined.)

- 1 -

Example 3 is presented as a situation where formatted input "is a

near nece88ity". The problem is to extract the three fields from the

7-digit code on a pair of jeans, where the first three digits code the

style, the next two code the color, and the last two digits code the

material. Who needs formatted input?' How about:

~ code, style, color, material : integer;

read(code);

This method works as long as we can read the largest code, 7070436, which

means we need at least 24-bit arithmetic. Doing it this way in a class

has the advantage that the student will understand ~ and div at the end

of it, as well as learning something about positional coding systems,

the representation of integers, and the significance of maxint.

If we want to avoid the maxint restriction, we have to

use the dreaded 'ord'. But is it so terrible? If we have defined ~
digit 0..9 and we are prepared to take the accuracy of the input on

trust (we shouldn't, but formatted input schemes do), all we need is

function nextdigit : digit;

var ch char;

begin

read (ch).

nextdigit :- ord(ch) - ord('O')

~;

If the student is dealing with these kind of codes it will do him no

harm to use ord, since in any case he ought to appreciate the difference

between the character '3' and the number 3.

en
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ARTICLES
(FORMAL SUBt1ITTED CONTRIBUTIONS)

Finally, if we want to be fancy we can define

and

~ field -
(onecolumn, twocolumns, threecolumns);

function formattedresd (f : field): integer;

begin

E.!!!.f 0f

onecolumn : formattedread :- nextdigit;

twocolumns : formattedread:- 10* nextdigit + nextdigit;

threecolumns : formattedread :- 100* nextdigit +

10* nextdigit + nextdigit

~;
end'-'
OK, this only does what formatted input would have done. But

we can amend nextdigit to catch input errors, and educationally it is

far better to learn to do it thil way than it is to learn how to construct

format state.ments.

There is only one moral to be drawn from the defence of

format tad input:

WARNING: FORTRAN CAN IMPAIR YOUR JUDGEMENT

(*Received 11/29/76*)
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PRNTPLT - PASCAL PRINTER PLOTTER

(* a set of suhproRrams for producing two-dimensional *)

(* (X,Y) plots on ordinary printers *)

User
Callahle
.procedures:

(* by Herb ~ubenstein, Research Assistant

University Computer Center

University of Minnesota *)SCLINITIAL
SCLIII~OO\l

SCLPLOT
SCLPRINT

La n~ ua~ e: PASCAL 6000.

Computer
System: KRONOS 2.1 COC CYBER 74.

Location: University of Minnesota.

PrOKrammer: Herbert Ruhensteln.

Docur.tentor: same.

Oete: September, 1976. (revised - Oecember, 1976)

Contents: A.) General Description.
B.) Using the PRINTER PLOTTER.
C.) Programming Examples.
D.) User Hints.
t:.) Notes.
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~
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A. General Description:
----------------------

This PRINT~R PLOTTER consists of four PASCAL callable
procedures: SCLINITIAL, SCLIIINOO\l, SCLPLOT, and SCLPRINT. A
high speed line-printer, 1004 remote job entry terminal, or
a 132 cnlumn hard-copy interactive terminal (such as a
OECwriter) is used for output. The plots are X-V graphs
scaled to fit a single sheet of printer-paper. X values run
horizontally while Y values are vertical. Axis labels and
axes are automatically set up. The user need only provide
data points, titles, and plotting characters. Nearly
any range of data Is sultahle. PInts nverlayed on nne
anothet (multlplot.) can he ganeratad Ju.t a. easily a.
single plots. Using SCLIIINOOU, (expansions) can he made.
That Is, a tiny piece of a plot can literally be blown-up and
made Into a new plot. The PASCAL PRINTER PLOTTER was created
primarily because the prlnter-plntting routines, available in
the FORTRAN llhrary do not offer the features and simplicity
descrihed herein. Besides, they are not compatible with
PASCAL anyway. -0

:>
G")
.....
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B. U.inR the PRINTER PLOTTER: Note:
----------------------------

The PASCAL PRINTER PLOTTER I. ea.y to u.e. Only a few
declaration. are nece..ary. Four separate procedure. mu.t he
considered: SCLINITIAL, SCLWINDOW, SCLPLOT, and SCLPRINT.

Sin~le plots are made by call1n~ the ba.ic procedures
once, first SCLINITIAL, then SCLPLOT, and finally SCLPRINT.
Hultiplots are made hy repetitively calling SCLPLOT. The
first call e.tablishe. the scale, and all further call. will
then be handled accordinR to that scale. Any points lyinR
outside the houndaries estahlished by either SCLPLOT (first
call), or a call to SCLWINDOW will he I~nored.

It is important that SCRATCH, ARDATA, and CH60, or any
other names us'ed for these, be defined eKactly as .hown ahnve.
SCLI~ITIAL, SCLWI~OOU, SCLPLOT, and SCLP~INT eKpect this and
cannot function otherwise. Also, the variahles: TITI.F., XI.F.C;,
YLEC, CH, and N are optional. This depend. upon the
particular fnrm nf PROCF.DURE u.a~e. See sectInn B.3 and
eKample 11.3.3.

-

.-

8.2. Procedure Declaration.:

---------------------------

SCLWINDOU act. a. if it
except there i. no plnttinq.
facility by allowinR the
value. directly.

were the fir.t call to SCLPLOT
SCLWINOOW provides the eKpansinn

us.r to .p.cify ranR.. of X and Y

The user .hould al90 declare the four procedures:
SCLINITIAL, SCLWINDOW, SCLPLOT, and SCLPRI~T in the ~A'N
PROGRAM. Nntic. that IMAGE, PRFII.E, X, and YAre the nnly
varlahle param.t.r.. Xl, X2, Yl, Y2, N, CH, TITI.F.,XI.EG, and
YLF.G are value parameters. Value parameters CAn be .pecifled
as constants, directly in a PROCEDURE call. This CAn help
eliminate -eKtra varlahles and aloo can he An aid to
,..adahility.

B.l. Variahle and Type Declaration.:

-----------------------------------

Certain declarations are required hy the PASCAL PRINTER
PLOTTER. The u.er should insert them into hi. MAIN PROGRAM.
The most important i. an ARRAY of 700 words which SCLPLOT uses
a. a large work area. Since the four procedure. al.o
communicate throuRh thi. ARRAY, it is very important that It
not be altered by the user. Identifiers used in the followlnq
illu.tration are only sURge.ted. In other words, the larRe
work area, which will he referred to as I~ACE, could just as
well be called XYZ.

PROCEDURE declarations must appear as .hnwn helow.
Again, identifiers CAn be anything convenient, however
positIoning I. eKtremely Important. For e"ample, In SCLPI.OT,
the parameters: I~AGE N, X , Y , CH must appear In that
nrder. X, Y , N , CH , IMAGE Is syntacticAlly Incorrect.

F.Kample 11.2

-----------

PROCEDURE SCLINITIAI.(VAR IMAGE:SCRATCH);EXTERN;
EKample 11.1

PROCEDURE SCLWINDOU(VAR IMAGE:SCRATCH;
Xl,X2,Yl,Y2:REAL);EXTERN;

-----------
PROGRAM TESTPLOTTER(INPUT,OUTPUT);
CONST;

NUH-SO;
TYPE

SCRATCH
ARDATA
CH60

VAR
x
Y
N

IHAGE
TITLE
XLEG
YLEG

CH

18 DEC 76

PROCEDURE SCLPLOT(VAR IMAGE:SCRATCH;

N: lIIITEGER;
VAR X,Y:AROATA;

CH:CIIAR) ;EXTF.RN;

PROCEDURE SCLPRINT(VAR IMAGE:SCRATCH;VAR PRFILF.:TF.XT;

TITLF.,XI.EG,YLEG:CH60):EXTF.R~;

(*MAX NUMBER OF DATA POINTS TO BE PLOTTED*)

ARRAY [1..700] OF I~Tt;GER;
ARRAY (1. .NUM] OF REAL;
PACKED ARRAY (1. .60] OF CHAR;

ARDATA;
ARDATA;
INTEGER;

SCRATCH;
CH60;
CH60;
CH60;
CHAR;

(*ARRAY OF X-VALUES*)
(*ARRAY OF CORRESPONDI~G Y-VALUES*)
(*NUMBER OF DATA POINTS TO 8E PLOTTED*)
(*WORK ARF.A FOR PASCAL PRINTER PLOTTER*)

(*TITLE OF THE PLOT *)
(*HORIZONTAL HEADI~G FOR THE X-AXIS*)

(* VERTICAL "EADI~G FOR THE V-AXIS*)
(*PLOTTING CHARACTER*)

must he
compiler
X4 for

Note:

PROCEDURE declarations
made under the default
X option. that 1s.
PASCAL £'000.

-PRNTPLT- -2- - )-1B OEC 76 -PRNTPLT-



B.3. Typical PROCEDURE Usage:

-----------------------------

The following are four examples of typical PROCEDURE
usage. The first three are single plots. The fourth is a
multiplot. The second is an expansion of the first using
SCLWINDOW. The third shows how convenient it can be to
substitute constants directly as ACTUAL PARAMETERS, thus
eliminating extra variables. Notice that TITLE, XLEG, and
YLEG are actually strings. Strings are defIned in PASCAL as
PACKED ARRAYS OF CHAR. Also, note that SCLPRINT writes the
graph on the file. OUTPUT. A different external file, other
than OUTPUT. can be used if desired.

Example B.3.1

-------------

SCLINITIAL(IHAGE); (* INITIALIZE *)
SCLPLOT(IHAGE,N.X.Y.CH); (* PLOT *)
SCLPRINT(IHAGE.OUTPUT,TITLE.XLEG,YLEG): (* PRINT *)

Example B.3.2

-------------

SCLINITIAL(IHAGE): (*
SCLWINDOW(IHAGE.X1.X2.Yl,Y2); (*
SCLPLOT(IHAGE.N.X.Y.CH); (*
SCLPRINT(IHACE.OUTPUT.TITLE.XLEC,YLEG); (*

INITIALIZE *)
EXPAND *)
PLOT *)
PRINT *)

ExaMple B.3.3

-------------

SCLINITIAL(IHACE);
SCLPLOT(IHAGE.47,X,Y,"p"); (*CONSTANTS ARE SUBSTITUTEn FOR NANn CH*)

SCLPRINT(IHAGE.OUTPUT.

"

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T HIS 1 S TH E T I TL E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"

.

THIS IS TItE X-U:GENU.......................

"
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ... .T HIS 1 S THE Y - L EG EN U.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ") ;

(*CONSTANTS ARE SUBSTITUTED FOR TITLE. XLEG, AND YLEG*)

Example B.3.4

-------------

SCLINITIAL(IMAGE);
SCLPLOT(IMAGE,N,X,Y,"A");

SCLPLOT(IMACE.N.X.Y,"B"):
(* ESTABLISH SCALING *)
(*ALL FURTHER REFERENCES TO SCLPLOT

ARE DEPENUENT UPON THE SCALE JUST
ESTABLISHED. *)

SCLPLOT(IHAGE.N.X.Y,"Y");
SCLPLOT(IHAGE.N.X.Y."Z")~
SCLPRINT(IMAGE.OUTPUT,TITLE,XLEG.YLEG): (*PRINTS THE MULTIPLOT*)
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C. Proll ramminll Examples:

-----------------------

Three different programminll examples will be given at the
end of this wrIteup. The first i. an example of a single
plot. It shows what happens if the data is too large or small
to have properly displayed axis labels. A scale factor
messalle Is printed heside each axis affected. The second is a
multiplot. Finally. the thitd is an expansion of the second
showing where B, C. and D intersect. The ranlle of X-values is
from 4.5 to 5.5 while the ranlle of V-values is from 0.4 to
0.6.

NotIce that when usinr, SCLWINUOW for expansion purposes.
the more data points provided, the more resolution possible.
That is, if the user generates more X and Y values. (by makinl;
delta X smaller), more expansions are possible. Expansions of
expansions are easily obtained in this manner. If the user is
running out of data points after repetitively expandinr, a
plot, then decreasinr, delta X and generating more poInts will
help.

In examples C.2 and C.3 be sure to notice how Y Is
declared as an ARRAY of ARRAYs of V-values. This makes
overplottinr, convenient in a loopIng situatIon. Uo not forllet
that it Is eIther the first call to SCLPLOT. or a single call
to SCLWINUOU which determines the overall scale. Any calls
thereafter are treated according to that scale.

"rT1
J:j
;;0

c::
»
;,g

-<

Do not call SCLWINnou more than once. Nothing will
happen except time will be wasted. For the same reason. do
not call SCLUINDOW if SCLPLOT has prevIously been called.
Also, If either the X-values or the V-values for SCLUI~DOW are
accidentally given as beIng equal, no scaling wIll occur. The
first SCLPLOT call would then provide the scaling. The
parameters following IMAGE can be in any numerical order as
long as the tirst two are X-values and the .econd two are
V-values.

......

to

'.I
......

D. Ilints, Cautions, ~rror8:
---------------------------

There is one mistake a user could make which can cause
unpredictable results. that iA, failure to call SCLI~ITIAL.

The usual syntax precautions apply here as well aA In any
PASCAL pro~ram. ~ake sure that the parameters are of the
rillht TYPE and see that they are properly positlone~. no not
for~et that the variable parameters are: -IMAGE, PRFILE, X. and
Y. and that the value parameters are: Xl, X2, Yl, Y2, N, C~,
TITLE, XLEG. and YLEG. Also. if the user is manipulatinR
compiler options. the X option must be set to X4 for PROCEDURE
declaratlonA.

......

......
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If for each call to SCLPLOT, N is less than or equal to
sera. and either SCLWINDOW is called with the X-values or the
Y-valuee being equal. or is not called at all. then when
SCLPRINT is called a message will he printed: "EMPTY CRAP~".

000006 (*
000006 (*
000006
000006
000006
00023~
00021~
0002J~
0002J~
0002J~
000 2J ~

000 2J ~

000401
OOO~4S
000~46
000 ~I,7
002043
00206~
00206~
00206~
00206~
000004
000004
000004
000004
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
QOOOIO
000031
000031
000031
000031
00206~
000021
000024
000027
000030
000031
000013
000037
OOOO~~
000055
000060
000062
000071
00007J

Mornally. when calling SCLPRINT. the OUTPUT file Is userl.

See _ Typical Procedure Usage. However, a different external
file could just as well be used provided that It Is properly
declared in the program heading. Also. to obtain extra copies
of a grapb, call SCLPRINT repetitively.

In reference to SCLPLOT. as long as N agrees with the
number of X and Y values and also If N is not less than or
equal to zero. everything will work properly. It should go
without saying that any N passed to SCLPLOT should lie within
tbe range of INTECER numbers as defined by PASCAL 6000.

E. Notes:
--------

The external routines descrlberl herein
approximately 2300 octal words of central memory.

require

The scaling algorithm was ohtalned from: Dixon. W. J. and
R. A. Kronmal. "The Choice of Origin anrl Scale for Graph.."
JOURNAL OF THE ACI!. 12.2 (april, 196~) pages 2~9-261.

This reference gives an excellent method for choosing
graph scales which centers the Information in the r,raphlcal
frame and provides divisions which are .imple numbers. A few
changes bave been made to handle special case. (e.g.. when all
values are on a single X or Y line) and to re-scale to fit
PASCAL field specification.. The plot image of numericAlly
rounded points Is built up in the scratch array and is then
printed.

J5 HINN SCLPLOT. by M. Frisch. revised February 1971.
describing a FORTRAN printer plottlnr, routine. was also used
AS a reference.

**..******..****.********* **********.*.*******.******

A Copy of This Writeup Can be Obtained in Two Ways:

Cbeck room 140 Experimental Rogineerinr,.
Look for: -PASCAL PRINTRR PLOTTER-

Use the CYBER 74 or 6400 Machine.
Execute the control statement: WRITEUP(PASCLIB-PRNTPLT)

**..** *** ***.*** ** **.***.....-..

(*Received 12"'176*)
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EXAI!PLR C.l

-----------

PROGRAM SINGLRPLOT(OUTPUT);
CONST ~AX - 200; (* MAX NO. OF POINTS *)
TYI'E

SCRATCH- ARRAY[1..70010F INTECER;
AROATA-ARRAY [1. .MAX) OF RF.AL;
C~60-PACKF.D ARRAY!l. .60]OF C~AR;

VAR
X:ARDATA;
Y:ARDATA;
I : IN T EG E R ;

N:REAL;
HIAG E:SCRATCH;
TITLR.XLEG.YLRG:CH60;

(*'--""'-'-"""-'---"")

PROCEDURR SCLINITIAL(VAR REC:SCRATCH); RXTERN;

( )

PROCEnORE SCLWINnOW(VAR I'AGF.:SCRATCH;X1.X2.Y1.Y2:REAL);RXTERN;

(**.*.*..* * **...* )
PROCt:lJURR SCI.I'I.OT(VARRF.C:SCRATCIt;N:INTEGRR;VAR X,Y:AROATA:CIt:CItAR):

EXTERN;

( * * * *)

PROCEnURE SCLPRINT(VAR RRC:SCRATCIt;VAR F:TEXT;TITLR.XLRG.YLRG:CIt60);
EXTRRN;

c *')

BF.GIN(*MAIN PROCRAM*)

TITLE:K"
XLEG:a"
YLEG:"""

N:K100a.a;
FOR 1:-1 TO 100 DO

~RGIN (*GENERATE 100 OAT~ paINTS*)

X [I] :KN;

Y[II :KLN(X(I) )/X[II;

N:KN-t1000.0

ENO; (*CENERATE 100 DATA POINTS*)
SCLINITIAL(IMAGF.);
SCLPLOT(I~AGE.100.X.Y."Q") ;
SCI.PRINT(I'1AGR.OUTPUT,TITI.E,XLEG.YLEG)
RND(*MAIN PROGRAM*).

x
Y

SCALR
SCALE

THIS PLOT SHOOS EXTREMES
FACTOR MRSSACE IS TO Tit
FACTOR ~ESSAGE IS ST~AIC T

LRFT.
oP.
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I SCAL~ FACTOR: 10** -3. THIS PLOT SHOUS EXTREMES.
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000006 (*

000006 (*
000006
000006
000006
000006
000006
0002H
0002H
0002H
0002H
Ooons
00023S
ooons
0010SS
0041H
004156
0054S2
005452
0054S2
005452
000004
000004
000004
000004
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000031
000031
000031
000031
005452
000016
000020
000027
000042
000056
000066
000070
000073
000075
000114
000115
0001lS
000116
000116

EXAMPLE C.2

-----------

PROGRAM 11ULTIPLOTTI'Ir.(0IlTPUT);
CONST '1AX-400: (* MAX NO. Of POT 'ITS *)
TYPE

SCRATCH- ARRAY(1..70010F T'ITECER;
AROATA-ARRAY!l. .MAX) OF REAL;
CH60-PACKEO ARRAY!1..6010f CHAR;

VAR
X:ARDATA:
Y:ARRAY[1..4] Of ARDATA:
I:INTEGER:
IMAGE:SCRATCH;

C*.-'-'.'-"-"""""""')

PROCEDUR E SCLlNITTAL(VAR REC: SCRATCII): EXTERN;

(.,-.,.._, ,.., ,)

PROCEOURE SCLWI'IOOW(VAR IMAGE:SCRATCH;Xl,X2,Yl,Y2:REAL):EXTERN:

("'-".""-"""'-"""""'-""-"""'-'-'-'-' "...)

PROCEOURE SCLPLOT(VAR REC:SCRATCH;N:INTEGER;VAR X,Y:ARDATA;CH:CHAR);
EXTERN:

( , ,.,.."'-")

PROCEDURE SCLPRINT(VAR REC:SCRATCH;VAR f:TF.XT;TITLE,XLEG,YLF.G:CH60);

EXTERN:

(.,...,
" ,.."..,-,

,)

8EGIN(*~A[N PROGRAM*)
FOR 1:-1 TO MAX 00

REGI~ (*GENERATE DATA POINTS*)
X[ II: -0.00S*I*3 .l41S9258J67;

Y[l,I):-SB(X[II);
Y [2, I] : -COS (X [1] ) ;

YD,I] :-(XII] /4.0)-0.8;

Y 14, [j :-0. S
ENO; (*GENE~ATE DATA POI'ITS*)

SCLINITIAL(IMAGE);
fOR I :-1 TO 4 00 SCLP1.0T(HIAGE,IIAX ,X,'I 1] ,CIIR(1»:
SCLPRINT(T'1AGE,OUTPUT,

"A.: Y-SIN(X);
> > >

D: Y.O.S ".

"

Y-X/0.4-0.8;

> >

8: '-COS(X)
X INCR ASI'I
, I'ICR ASIN

>

ENO(*MAIN PROGRA"*).
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EXAMPLE C.3

")

000006 (*

000006 (*
000006
000006
000006
000006
000006
ooons
0002lS
ooons
0002H
00023S
0002JS
00023S
001055
00415S
004156
005452
00S4S2
005452
005452
000004
000004
000004
000004
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
000010
OQOOI0
000031
000031
000031
000031
005452
000016
000020
000027
000042
000056
000066
000070
000073
000075
000103
000122
000123
000123
000124
000124

-----------

PROGRAM USI~GSCLWI~OOW(OUTPUT);
r.O~ST :-tAX-400; (* MAX NO. OF POINTS *)
TYI>E

SCRATCII- ARRAY[I..70010F INTEG~R:
AROATA-ARRAY[l. .MAX] OF REAL:

CII60-PACKEO ARRAY!l. .6010F CHAR:
VAR

X: AROATA;

':ARRA'[1..41 Of AROATA;
I:INTEG£R;
IMAGE:SCRATCII:

c.********* **** }

PROCEOURE SCLINITIAL(VAR REC:SCRATCH); EXTERN;

, ,-, ,-,." "..,.,_.,." )

PROCEDURE SCLWINOOW(VAR IMAGE:SCRATCH:Xl,X2.Yl,Y2:REAL);EXTERN;

,
" ,.,...,--,

)

PROCEOURE SCLPLOT(VAR REC:SCRATCH:N:INTEGER;VAR X,':ARDATA:CH:CHAR):
EXTERN:

( ".,--, ,.".."...,--,."..., ""-')

PROCEOURE SCLPRINT(VAR REC:SCRATCH:VAR F:TEXT;TITLE,XLEG,YLEG:CII60);

EXTERN:

( " ,-, " ,--,..'-"')

REGIN(*MAIN PROGRAM*)
fOR I:-l TO MAX 00

BEGIN (*GENERATE OATA POINTS*)
XII] :-0.005*I*3.141592S8367;
YI 1,1] :-SIN(X[ 1);
Y[2,I] :-COS(X[I):

'[3,1] :-(X[II/4.0)-0.8:
'[4,1] :-0.5
ENO: (*GENERATE DATA POINTS*)

SCLI~ITIAL(IMAGE);
SCLWINOOU(I~AGE,5.5,4.5,O.4,O.6);
FOR 1:-1 TO 4 00 SCLPLOT(lMAGE,MAX,X,Y[I),CHR(I»:
SCLPRINT(IMAGE,OUTPUT,

"A: Y-SIN(X);

"
> > >

R: '-COS(X); C: '-X/0.4-0.8:
X INCREASING > >
, INCREASING

0: Y-0.5 ",

"
,

")
ENO(*MAI~ PROGRAM*).
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CODE GENERATION

flAKE COUNT WORDS CORE
/CALL REQUI RED

GEN15 338 ... 4 1352
GEN30 154 ... 4 616
COMPTYPES 136 * 4.5 612
DECREFX 124 ... 3 372
NEEDX 116 ... 3.5 406
LOAD 77 ... 3 231
NOOP 45 ... 1 45
CLEARREGS 40 ... 1 40
OPERATION 25 ... 3.5 87
TOTALS 1055 37~1

% of 2300 calls: 46%

% of load core: 21%

*
1 wordlea II . *Ii word/call-:.

303 580 -0
>

13% 17% (i")
("T'\

2% 3%
......
.....,

YET ANOTHER lOOKAT CODE GENERATION
FOR PASCAL ON COC 6000 AND CYBER MACHINES

-2-

BY

core reducer to concentrate on the essentials of the language (or program)

that are amenable to reduction techniques. The first such table Is the

count of the static number of procedure calls ordered in descending use.

LAWRENCE A. LIDDIARD
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR/SYSTEMS AND OPERATiONS

UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER
In PASCAL 6000 with a load length of approximately 18,000-60 bit words

(431308) there are approximately 2300 static (meaning physically present)

procedure calls distributed among the approximately 140 procedures that

constitute the compiler. The top 10% of the called procedures are listed

In the following table with an additional break down into three main areas:

code generation, symbol Input and error message.

:z:
("T'\

:2:
en
r
("T'\

-I
-I
("T'\

~

DECEMBER, 1976

In the 1974-1975 school year the Computer Science Department at the

University of Minnesota decided that more extensive use of PASCAL would

be made In their programming language courses. Since much of this use

WDuld be Interactive, one concern of the University Computer Center was

that PASCAL required the most memory for compilation (approx. 550008) of the

InteractIve languages available (for comparison note that BASIC and APL"'CYBER

require approximately 250008 and MNF FORTRAN 440008) on our Instructional

Time Sharing CDC 6400. Several years experience In running a large volume

(202 maxImum sImultaneous users and 350,000 runs In April 1975 see reference

(5) time sharing service had shown that a successful time sharing service

on CDC 6000 machines required that each user be limited to at most 540008

words of memory. (In addition to a restriction on memory for each user

there are requirements for enough mass storage channels and peripheral

processors. . . but that Is another story.) Since the PASCAL level 9
compiler required 421218 to load and In addition allocated buffers, "stack"

and "heap" space, I decided that a reduction In PASCAL load size could be

accomplished by rethinking certain PASCAL code generations In the area of

procedure calls, constant loads, case statement Jumps and/or by combining

common procedures (+, , divide, mod, In-line functions). In addition

when Urs Ammann of ETH, Zurich was Informed of the project, he suggested

several core reduction Ideas that were Implomented by John Strait of our

sta ff In late 1975. In a compiler-compiler the generation of faster and

shorter code helps not only the user, but also since PASCAL 6000 complies

Itself this will be reflected in a smaller and faster compiler.

TABLE

PROCEDURE
NAKE

ERROR
GENI5
I NSYMBOL
GEN30
COMPTYPES
DECREFX
NEEDX
LOAD
SKIP
NOOP
CLEARREGS
EXPRESSION
NEXTCH
OPERATION

TOTAL

In trying to analyze where core reductions can be made In a compIler

suc~ as PASCAL, It Is worthwhile obtaining several tables that help the

1

STAT! C
COUNT

387
338
214
154
136
124
116

77
53
45
40
37
36
25

1782' - 77% of 2300 calls

"'T1
("T'\

'J'
;:0

c:::

>
;;0

-<

SYMBOL INPUT

NAME COUNT

ERROR MESSAGE

NAME COUNT

INSYMBOL
SKIP
NEXrCH

214
53
36

ERROR 387
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Except for EXPRESSION these procedures fall Intothe three groups mentioned

above and account for 76% of the static procedure calls and 25.5

per cent of the total loaded length of PASCAL 6000. Thus, a large savings

can be obtained for each word saved In a static procedure call (2300
*

n

words saved).

-4-

TABLE 2

PASCAL6000PROCEDURES ORDEREDBY LENr.THINPASCAL2

COMPILER PROCEDURE NAHE LENGTH

PASCAL 2 PASCAL 2
MODIFIED

Another place to look for central memory reductions Is In the

prologue and exit of each procedure. Since there are 140 procedures In

the PASCAL 6000, each word' saved represents 140
*

n (2148) additional

cells saved. Candidates for this reduction are the procedure name word,

the word containing the lengths of the executable and total procedure

code, the three words for procedure Inltlalizatlo~and the I 1/2 words for

procedure exit. The first two are needed for the current POST MORTEM

dump, but could be eliminated If the POST MORTEM dump would obtain these

words from the LCO file or would build a specific POST MORTEM file at 10Dd

time for possible use when errors occurred. The procedure Initialization

and exit can be reduced to one word and three quarters respectively by use

of common entry and exit routines at a probable 8% slow down In compilation

speed due to the slowness of NEXTCH (actually 25% of compilation time on

a CYBER 74 is currently spent In NEXTC~and by Improving this routine the

8% compilation slow down can be more than compensated for by the NEXTCH

speed up).

CALLNONSTANDARD

STORE

LOAD

TERM

EXPRESSION

FACTOR

BODY

TYP

INSYMBOL

WR ITE

UNPACK

FORSTATEMENT

F I ELDLI ST

I NDEXCODE

CASESTATEMENT

PACK

PARAHETERLI ST

SIMPLEEXPRESSION

PROCEDURE DE~LARATI ON I
STD I NLI NEFUNCS
[as separate routines]

One final way to look for central memory reduction In the compiler

Is to look at a tabl. of the largest PASCAL 6000 procedures. This uses

the theory that It always pays to look at the fattest routines. When

looking at this table the core reducer should look for similar function-

ality that can be combined Into one routine or broken out Intoa simple

subroutine. In addition the longest routines are examined for exactly

what makesthem long, with a look to Improving code production that can

reduce the length (In PASCAL It may be the nesting depth of procedure

calls from that routine, a poorlydone CASE statement,or a rethinkingof

code generation). Finally, the reverse of top down step wise refinement

(Integration) can sometimes achieve good savings as was obtained by com-

bining the procedures ROUNDF, ABSF, SQRF, TRUNFC, ODDP, DRDF, CHRF,

PREDSUCCF, CAROF, EXPOF, Into the rout Ine STD I NLI NEFlJNCS.

12668

12448

12008
10278

10258

10068

7548

7128

6558

6038

5358
5238

5158

5048

5038

4738

4728

4618

4278
[ 135081

10348

11538

11468

5168

6348

5338
6748

6058

5668

4368

4118

4158

4148

4148

4268

3528

3758

2208

4048

3528

]

beneflts from

depth of nesting

changa by not

loading statIc

link

..+.. .nd II_It

code combined

Not all of the code reduction features were viable or even desirable;

but since the application of each reduction was applied to the previous

one, the following table briefly describes the change, the octal length

at the PASCAL compilerafterthechangeand theoctal (decimal) savings

'"co
oJ)

n
.J>
r



.142 JP .144 (*'W'*)

.143 JP .106 (*'X'*)

.144

If 2 Jumps per word are used

13 CASE .13 SAI CHI SXI X1-2
15 'B' .14 LXI 59 SB3 XI JP B3+.112
2'1 'E' 'B'.15 (*etc.*)

.111 JP .126 (1r'A'*)

.112 PL XI..15 (*'B'*) JP .126 (*'C'*)

.113 PL XI..126 (*'0'*) JP .24 (*'E'*)
END .114 PL XI..126 (*'F'*) JP .126 (*'G'*)

126 IF

.124 PL XI..126 (1r'V'*) JP .126 (*'W'1r)

. '25 PL XI..103 (*'X'*) NO NO

PASCAL CODE GENERATI ON

16 CASE CHI OF .16 SAI CHI SB3 xl 3 1/2 words

20 'B' .17 JP B3+.113
27 'E' 'B'.20 (* code for case '8' *)

'L' 'E'.27 (* code for case tEI. etc. *)
'P' .113

'T' .114 JP . )/14 (*'A'*)
'u' .115 JP .20 (*'B'*)
'X' .116 JP .144 (*'C'*)
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CHANGE
PASCAL OCTAL

SAVINGS
LOAD LENGTH

PASCAL

END
144 IFo stock level 9 compiler

1 avoid extra SBI Xj commands when loading a
base address

2 avoid extra Bxl Xj commands at procedure calls

3 use 2 jump commands/word In CASE statements

~ correct Inefficient case statement In the
procedure "STATEMENT"

5 use common ENTRV/EXIT routines

6 make the "RJTOEXT" procedure rea sonab Ie

7 use a single procedure for the In line
functions (ODD..CARD) called STDINLINEFUNCS

8 eliminate extra stack manipulation

9 use MXI mask and LXI shift for constants

10 eliminate jumps after procedures that end a
CASE or THEN

11 use common code for "+" and "_"
12 use X5 - MX5 number-I of static Indlrects to

load If static link not available

13 use RJ procedure rather than SX7 return.
JP procedure

TOTAL

Examples of the code generated In the application of

.re given in the following pages for changes 3. 5. 9. 10.

."0 thllt the application of change 13 dl..llowl 10.

Change 3

Example of the CASE statement

From procedur~ OPTIONS

43121

42703
42666

42504

42462

41577

41435

40600

40441

40410

40017

37707

35541

34162

2168( 142)

158(13)

1628(114)

228(18)

6638(435)

1428(98)

6358 (413)

1378(95)

318(25)

3718(249)

1108 (72)

21468(1126)

13578(751)

67378(3551)
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CODEGENERATION(continued)

.117 JP .144 (*'0'*)

.120 JP .27 (*'E'*)

Saves: II cells

Cost~ loss of rememberance of CHI In XI and slower execution speed.

single Jump/word 48 cycles for SAI CHI; SB3 XI; NO; JP B3 + .113; JP.20

vs 61 cycles upper SAI CHI; SXI XI-2; LXI 59; SB3 XI; JP B3 + .112; PL XI..15

vs 66 cycles lower Jump taken.

(Note the SXI XI-2 Is not needed If only positive case labels are allowed).these principles

12 and 13. Note

Change 5

The current entry code of

(save static link) In stack
save old STACK BASE

SA6 86
Sx6 B5
LX6 18
8X7 X7+x6
SB5 B6
SA7 85+81
SA6 86+needed
SR7 86+100
SAD 5 set
GE 87.84.HEAPCOLLISION

+ return address In STACK+
set new STACK BASE

set 86 to NEXT

return address

....
<.0
.......
.......

~
>
en
fTI

....
<.0
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Is changed to I word

S87 needed
RJ P. ENTR8 (see code for 12 and 13)

the current exit code of
SAI 85+81
s86 85

I 3/~ words S87 XI
LXI ~2
S85 XI
JP 87

Is changed to 3/~ word
SAI 85+81
JP P.EXIT

where P .EXIT S87 XI !
LXI 42
S86 85
S85 XI
JP 87

reset NEXT
set return address

b) PROCEDURE OPTIONS (COMP 407)

'8' IF CH IN ['I'..!~']
restore old STACK8ASE

c) PROCEDURE GEN30 (COMP2070)

C8UF -C8UF*10008*10008+7777778+FK

C8UF - C8UF*10000008+7777778+FK

-8-

MODIFIED PASCAL

ZR X7,.127 8XO x6 MXI 3
LXI 3 SX2 B5+20 MX5 I
RJ NEEDX

CURRENT SAI B2+474 SA2 162
MODIFIED SAI B2+474 MX2 ~ LX2 37

CURRENT BX5 x6 LX5 ~ LX5 ~ NO
SAI 217

MODIFIED BX5 X6 LX5 18 MXI 18 LXI 18

For a CVBER 74 the change In P.EXIT ratio In cycle speed Is 33/26 - 1.27;

for the 6400 the ratio is 63/51 - 1.24.

Change10
ExamplefromProcedureLOAD (COMP 27~2-27~6)

~ CODEGENERATION

then GENI5(13B,I,I,I) .120 Ix4 X2-X3 NZ x4,.125 NO
.121 SXO 138 BX2 XI BX3 XI
.122 sx6 87 SX7.124
.123 JP GENI5
.124 JP ,I~I
.125 Ix4 X2-XO NZ X4,.131 NO
.126 SXo 768 SX2 BI sx687
.127 SX7 .130 JP GENI5
.130 EQ .141
.131 sx4 BI+BI IX5 X2-x4 NZ X5, .136
.132 SXO 768 SX281 BX3 X2
.133 Sx6 B7 SX7.135
.134 JP GENI5
.135 JP .141
.136

Change ~
Examples of the MXI and LXI commands for constants.

In PASCAL the very useful powerset often uses constants that have

contiguous bit sequences. For the CDC 6000 machines it Is usually best

to have code productions that are two 15-blt commands rather than a single

30-blt command, since the 30-blt command often will not fit Into the current

word causing a non-useful NO command to be produced. The MASK and SHIFT

commands of the CDC 6000 allow any constant of the form (2n-I)*2m to be

generated by MXi nj LXi m+n. If the c~nstant value Is greater than 217

this is always the best method since It takes (on a 6400) the s~me or less

timeand saves the 60-bit word holding that constant. If the constant Is

less than 217 and there Is only 15-blts left In the current word, this method

will avoid the useless NO command.

IF SVAL - 0
ELSE

125 IF SVAL a I then GENI5(76B,I,I,O)
ELSE

131 IF SVAL - 2 then GENI5(76B,I,I,I)

Rule I

If the termination of a THEN clause Is a procedure call and there Is no

other clause ending at the same point before an ELSE; more efficient code

can be generated by eliminating the standard JP to terminal IF point by

making the return address of that procedure call go to the terminal IF point.

The above example code would produce the following, saving three words and

the corresponding Jump times:

EXAMPLES

a) PROCEDURE WITHSTATEMENT (COMP 6147, 6148)

IF C8DFSPL<> 0 THEN CURRENTPASCAL

BEGIN NEEOX(O,7,1) ZR X7,.143 8XO x6 NO
SXI 7 SX2 85+20
SX6 B7 SX7 .120 NO
EQ NEEOX

N
o



P.ENTRB DATA 0

PL X5. P.ENT2
8x6 X5
SA5 85

+ SA5 X5

]Lx6 1 static link to X5
NG X,6.*

'.ENT2 8x6 X5 J store static
SA6 86 link on stack

SA5 P.ENTR8

]
AX5 30 obta In
SA5 X5-2 RETURN
AX5 30 ADDRESS
SX7 X5

8x6 85

]
store B5 and

Lx6 18 RETURN ADDRESS
8X7 X7+X6 on stack

S85 86 ] se t 85
SA7 86+81 to 8ASE
SB6 86+87 J set 86 to NEXT
S87 86+100 ] exit If no STACK
LT 87.8~.P.ENTR8 HEAPCOLLISION
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.120 IX~ X2-X3 NZ X~..12~ NO

.121 SXO 138 8X2 XI 8X3 XI

.122 sx6 87 SX7 .I~I

.123 JP GENI5

.12~ IX~ X2-XO NZ X~..127 NO

.125 SXO 768 SX281 SX687

.126 SX7 .I~I JP GENI5

.127 SX~ 81+81 IX5 X2-X~ NZ X5..133

.130 SXO 768 SX281 8X3 X2

.131 sx6 87 SX7 .I~I

.132 JP GENI5

.133

l\u1e 2

If the termination of an Individual CASE is a procedure call and there

Is no other clause ending at the same point (I.e. more than one address that

refers to such a point) then the JP to the terminal CASE point can be elim-

Inated by making the return address and that procedure call go the terminal

case poInt. The coding produced Is similar to that In the THEN-ELSE.

Changes 12 and 13'

Example from the procedure FACTOR.

Note that this modification depended on Change 5.
ENTRY point routine.

Previous CODE GENERATED FOR DECREFX(I)

DECREFX(I) COMP 5200

SAI 85+12 ]8XO XI

3 i words SA2 85

]
SA2 X2
SA2 X2
SA2 X2
8x6 X2

SX7 *+2 J set return address
EQ DECREF transfer to routIne

Using changes 12 and 13:

SAI 85+12 ]8XO XI I

I i words MX5 ~ ] If base not In 8 register
RJ DECREFX] transfer to routine

the use of a common

and FACTOR(FSYS):

FACTOR(FSYS) COMP 5115

SA I 85+3
8XO XI

SA2 85
8x6 X5
SX7 *+2
EQ FACTOR

follow
static
link

2 i words

SAI 85+3
8XO XI

SA5 85 ] base In 8
RJ FACTOR register

I i words
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P.ENTR8

Is an example of the common ENTRY routine where the static link is

stored on the stack and a RJ ROUTINE Is used rather than the SX7 RETURN

JP ROUT! NE.

X5 - STATIC LINK (IF X5 0) else MX5 LEVEL-PFLEV-I

where LEVEL and PFLEV are the LEVELS of the caller and called procedure

respectively.

This change was the most controversial since although It gave dramatic

reduction In central memory. It changed the manner of procedure calls from

that documented In reference [3] and definitely slowed d~1 compilation by

8% on the CY8ER 74. One way to use the core reduction and slower procedure

linkage would be to have the PASCAL compiler Internally use the RETURN JUMP

method of procedure calls while generating the forms SXI return and JP

procedure for user execution binary. This would mean that three assemblies

of PASCAL would be required to update to a new PASCAL rather than the two

assemblies required presently.

Z
IT1
::c
(I)

I
IT1

-I
-I
IT1
:::0

N
.....



P:-lREC.EXP .. .. ..... .. .. ..
MACRO(1'1001) r:: .. .. ..

I
WI WI WI

'" '"
-,

'" ><.. .. ..u .. .. L L L ..... .. .. ..0 r:: a .. 0 .. 0 ..... .. ... WI ... WI ... WI

" ~" " ".. ..
'"

.. D. ..
'"WI 0 WI .. WI .. WI ..0. U 0. L 0. L 0. L

1 3 3 3 - 20 bits
where MODI NEEOX(O,7.K) 1 7 2GEHIS(IOB.K,I,O) 1st word 0 0 0OECREFX (I) 1 I) 0GENIS(21B,K,O,P) 0 0 7NEEOX (0,7, J) 2nd word 1 7 0GENIS(13B,I,I,I) 0 0 0GENIS(36B,K,K,I) 0 2 0OECREFX (I) 3rd word 1 0 0ENOHACRO I -t!
pseudo cOlTMands: OECREFX-O; NEEOX-I; ENOl1ACRO-2; IFOEBUG-3; ENOIF-~; lOAO-Spseudo register of ATTR: 1-0; J-I; K-2; l-3; M-~; H-S; 0-6; P-7
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C~rlsons

Some comparisons with PASCAL I described In [I] are Interesting.
(1) by Instruction length

"7' PASCALI
15,'25 ~8.7t long Instructions (30-blt)

'.385 28.7t short Instructions (15-blt)
7,~56 22.8t padding Instruction (NOOP)

PASCAL 2 Modified to Save Core

12,959 32.7%
19,676 ~9.6t

7,010 17.7% executable 256~ (6.5%)

'2,766
(2) by

39,6~S - 13,15110 wordsloot100' - 12,17310 words
Instruct Ion type

27.6' fetch and store
15.at load literal
3.5t arlthnetlc

I~.~t logIcal and shift and mask
6.2' base address register

10.5' Jump and subroutIne calls
22.8' (NOOPS)

'2,766 100.at

8,536
",085
1,810

12,523
776

",,05
7,010

21.5%
10.3%
~.6%

31.6%
2.0%

12.4%
17.7%

39,6~S 100.1%

Reference [3] shows that register remembrances, BXI X6,7 rather than

NOOP's and more efficient code generation were one aim In the design of

PASCAl2. ThIs manifests In PASCAl2 In Increased subroutine calls (from

10.5t to 12.~%) to produce the more efficient code and In the reduction of

fetch and store commands (from 27.6t to 21.5%). In addition to [3]'s

replacement of NOOP's with logical commands the generation of HXS level; RJ

PROCEDURE compared with PASCAL's SX7 RETURN EQ PROCEDURE caused Increased

m8sk commands and a corresponding decrease In lOAD liTERALS (SXI value).

Note that In PASCALI 15.3% of the loaded space (NOOP commands) Is not

used compared with 13.3% In the modified PASCAL. The designer of the COC

6000 machines has recognized this loss In his latest machine the CRAY I.

In that machine JUMPS are to any 16-blt portion of the 6~-blt word rather

than to the top most portion of the word as Is done In a COC 6000 Instruc-

tion. Thus the ",~~6 non executable NOOPS (of 7010 total) could be elimina-

ted If the COC 6000 machines had such a feature allowing 8.5% of the loaded

compile space to be saved.

Our last way to shorten the compiler Is to rewrite the code generation

part which currently comprises about one-fo~rth of the total length.

The current code generation scheme seems to have two main deficiencies.

The target computer code that PASCAL generates Is spread throughout rather

than gathered In functional groupings In the compiler. Second, for

!
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"slnlple abll 'ty" machine Instructions of micro and COC 6000 computers,
a procedure call for each command of the numerous code generation routines

Insures that the compiler will be fairly lengthy. In order to avoid this

excess length a macro skeleton (I.e. simple) language Is designed that a
very short macro Interpreter can expand to required computer commands,

register allocations, decisions and code generation operations.

As an example consider the PASCAL code

BEGIN NEEOX(0,7,K); GENI5(IOB,K,I,0)
DECREFX(I); GENI5(2IB,K,0,lREC.EXP)
NEEOX(0,7,'); GENI5(13B,I,I,');
GENI5(36B,K,K, I) ;DECREFX( I)

ENO
(~1~8 - 3578. 358 . 29 cells)

~1~8

COHP 532~
COMP 5325
COMP 5326
COHP 5327
COMP 5328

rewritten In a macro skeleton similar to that used by E. J. Mundstock
when we wrote the MNF compiler. In those skeletons the basic 15-blt

command of the CDC 6000 was broken down Into Its four component parts of

6-blt operation code and 3-blt J, J and K register fields. To each of

these fields an additional bit was added to signify a relative register

or pseudo command If set to I, else an absolute register or command\

MACRO language Example for the prevIous PASCAL code

."
>
en
n
>
r-

."
>
C'I
I"T1

N
N
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Thus approximately 29 cells are replaced by 6 cells which compares

favorably with that reduct ion obta Ined In the HNF compiler Where 1900

pseudo commands occupied 709 words and required a MACROinterpreter of 350

words. If the pseudo commands of HNF were done as normal procedure calls

it would have taken approximately 1900 * 2 3/4 - 5225 words in the HNF

compiler. Thus the total saving Is 4000 words or an SO% reduction In that

code generation portion of the HNF compiler. Applying this to the PASCAL

compiler with approximately 4000 words for 1055 code generation procedures

calls and assuming a MACROInterpreter of 500 words and 100 calls to the

MACROInterpreter we can estl"~te a 2500-300010 word reduction in the

loaded length of the PASCAL compiler.

I. N. Wirth, "The Design of a PASCAL Complier," Software Practice

and Experience, Oct-Dec 1971.

2. N. Wirth, "On 'PASCAL' Code Generation and the CDC 6DOO Computer,"

Stanford, February 1972.

3. Urs Ammann, "On Code Generation In a PASCAL Compiler," ETH,

4.
Apr II

David

"17.5

1976.
Gries, Computer Construction for Digital Computers,

Computing Code Generation," John Wiley, Sons, Inc., 1971,

pages 363-366.

5. H. H. Skow, "HERITSS 1971-1975," University Computer Center,

University of Hinnesota, Technical Report 75003, October 1975.

Note that the Implementation of this assumes a VALUE declaration

Initialization of packed records which Is currently not avallabie In

PASCAL2. The actual implementation of the MACROskeleton Is not as

simple as my example but reference [4J or t/:le MNF compl.ler listing give

addItional pseudo commands and Implementation techniques.

(*Rece1ved 12/29/76*)

Conclusions

PASCAL 2 is amenable to several different methods of compiler length

reduction. As a fellow compiler writer (although since HNF Is written

In machine language it may be compared with the last of the dinosaurs

speaking to Homo sapiens), I would rather see the full language specifica-

tion and one standard compiler, than to see small subsets such as PASCAL-So

For this reason I think it essential to improve PASCAL2 and with the

reductIons dIscussed In this article It should be possible to obtaIn

load lengths of approximately 30Sk for the full language rather than the

current 44Sk on a CDC 6000 (i.e. a reduction by one-third).



OPEN FORUM FOR MEMBERS
(SHORT, INFORMAL CORRESPONDENCE)

The University of Southampton

Computer Studies
Professor 0 W Barron

November'B, 1976.

Dear Andy,

Reading "A Primer on PASCAL" by Conway Gri.. end Zimmerman,
my eye wae caught by the fact that every time they print a line in
their programa they start it with an explicit blank. After doing this
without explenation for many pagee, they eventually explain about
carriage control characters, a la FORTRAN. Unfortunately, they have
some justification from' 114 of the REPORT: "...The first character on
each line of printfiles may be interpreted as a printer control
character..."

To my mind it is deplorable that a clean language should be
soiled by such a hangover from the bad old days. In most of the
"primitive" languages, I/O is relegated to a sub-language of a wholly
adhoc nature, e.g. FORTRANformat statements and carriage control
characters. In PASCAL we have got away from thia: we have "writdn"
and "page", and if the system has to put a '1' in front of the print
line to suit the peculiarities of the. line printer, that is the system's
affair. I don't want to put it there myself, because my terminal will
actually print the '1' - it expects ASCII code FF to signal a page feed.
If everybodyagree.that"pagenmeans"moveto head of form",our
programs are more likely to be transportable, so why the special
provision for carriage control characters in the Report?

Yours sincerely,

D.W. Barron.

Mr. Andy Mickel,
Pascal Users Group.

OsIIsnmont.., MII"""""Ics, TIwUn..."IIV. SOulh p!On.S09 6NH. T.I: 07031169122 Ex,: 700 T.Ia.: 47661

I'
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Computer Center
TWINCITIES ~227 Experimental Engineering Building

I

Minneapolis.Minnesota55455
, (612) 373,4360
I

DeceMber 9, 1976

Prof. N. IHrth
Xerox Research Center
3333 Coyote Hill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Dear Niklaus,

. Pascal ~e~sletter #6 is finally in the mail. There are two
art1cles by G. M1chael Schneider and Richard J. Cichelli of
particular interest concerninr, needs for formal standardization of
Pascal. I feel th~t it is very important for the User's Group to
solicit your react10ns and your rcsponses to these articles because
of your unique contribution to the development of the lan~ua~e.

. u I th~refore war~l~ invite you to submit for publication to
.he "ewslet.er your op1nlons on the subject of these art ieles. I
~ope that this will lead to a continuing discussion on this
1mportant matter.

Sincerely,

OJj-
Andy Mickel, Editor

..z
I""



i UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
.

"
. TWINCITIES

University Computer Center

227 EKperim.ntal Ensin..rins BuildinS
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

(612) 373.4360

1101 New Hampshire Avenue NW

Washington

2 J an 77

DC 20037

December 10, 1976

Dear Andy -
Since the purpose of a language is to communicate among people,
it seems clear that the standards should be set by the users; a
committee for PASCALought to be set up. Nlklaus Wirth has done
a magnlfi cent Job in creating PASCAL, but those of us who are to
use It should have a voice In shaping It as a communications tool.ChristianJacobi

Institut fuer Informatik
E.T.H. - Zentrum

CH-8092 ZURICH
Switzerland

To reconcile Wirth's legl tlmate concerns for the purl ty and economy
of the language wi th the needs of the users for expanded utili ty,
e.g. runtime allocation of array bounds, perhaps the following sug-
gestion may be appropriate:

I) Let there be a STANDARD PASCAL, whose main purpose (and
perhaps only purpose) Is to mediate the Implementation of PASCAL
campi lers. This language should be very close to the language set
forth In the REPORT' USER MANUAL.

Dear Chris,

How are you?

We are curious to know the results of the Pascal-P
questionaire so that they may be printed in the Pascal Newsletter.
Could you please help us all out?

Also, how many sites are on your distribution list? We have
a rough idea from George Richmond's implementors list in Newsletter
#4 but I'm sure that PUG members would find this inforMation
interesting. Also how many Pascal-6000 sites do you distribute to?

Be sure to keep us up to date reB$rding prices and tho
distribution policy printedin the Newsletterfor both Pascal 6000
and Pascal-Po

2) Let everyone who wishes to expand the language provide
a campi ler, written In STANDARD PASCAL,that will implement his ex-
pansion.

Thanks a loti

These two principles, which might appropriately be called the
Vademecum Principles, would allow for standardization and variety.
Students could be taught In STANDARDPASCAL [and there is no doubt
that the economy of SP Is greatly valuable for teaching purposes]
and could use it for much of the I r programming work. Us peons that
do the practical work could earn our freedom from the standerds by
providing an Identifiable compiler, written In SP without compromise,
that would Implement whatever Ideas _ want to bring to the marketplece.

I detest the premonl tlon that I have: that the developing countries
will be shackled to Fortrannas they emerge Into the computing world.
The PUG should do everything It can to achIeve unity, and not allow
the virtues of PASCAL to be drowned In a sea of discordant proposals.Sincerely,

a,l(~J--
Andy Hickel, Editor

. Or [ughl] COBOLor [ughl ughl] PL I,

OPEN FOR MEMBERSFORUM
(SHORT, INFOR~~L CORRESPONDENCE) N

V1



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
1WIN CITIES

Socl.' Selene.. R 'eh F.ellitiel Cent.,
25 B n H.II
Minn..polls. Minnesot. 55455

J.nuary 3. 1977

Dur ADdJ.

Afeer the arut ".taDdarels outcry" of 16, I _nt to contribut. II)'

_ C8Dtaworth.
Fint. I fully b.U.v. th.t Staod.rd P..cal, .. d.Uned by Prof. Wirth

in the J..tut~, 18 d.f.nelsbl. in t.1'88 of the tWOobj.cUv.. .t.t.d
thera: . aood ta.chinl toOl. and reU.bl. .nd efficiant 1Jopl_t.Uon. It
18 not .urpr181D1 than that Standard P..cal .bould b. fro_ by it. .uthor.

I think .a _t accapt the f.ct that any poUUcally .ccaptad ChaDl" or

azt8n.1oII8 l..ve ue rith . diff.rent 1.Dlual. (p.rbap. . "Stanelsrd ProducUon

P..cal").
S1_ P..cal 18 bunl ue.d for purpo... not .nco d by Pi'll!. Wirth'.

o'j.ctt_ (..1.. .ppUcaUon.. producUon. .nd .ven co_.rcial proc...1ng).
th.re 18 . Dud to r the 1.DlUAg.. It 18 1Joportant howev.r to d18t1n-
lut.h cJ...rly b.tween .ny Dew v.n1on of P..cal .nd the Stanelsrd P..cd in the

Report. To do .ny 1... 18 1ncon.1der.t. of . cre.Uv. p.non who.. work will
.--1n ral.vant to furth.r elsvalop8ant.

Second. .. .n .ppUcat1on.-or1aat.d ueer, I do ..e the ne.d for .xten.1on.
(.nd p_a1bly chanl"), The r..ulUDIlanluag._t have. "poUtical.tand8rd"
(..1.. AJlSI). and thua . .tandard. co~ittee 18 1nevit.bl.. A r.l.tively
C8Dtr.l~..d body 1. n8C ry for .ff.ct1ve d1.cue.1on .nd deb.t. on det.1l.d

18._. .. .all .. for provtdiDi . fo l .achan18. for langUAg...1ntananc.
.. M1k8Scla.1der d18cue..d in '6. WhatI f.ar in tha fo Uon of . co_1tt..
1a the po_r of deciding what the ".tandard"v1ll b.. I quote the word .tand.rd

bac.ua. of the d1ffer.nc. b.tween official poUcy .nd what we fondly refer to

.. the real world. W. w.nt the .tanelsrd to be "good". .nd w. want the .tandard

to be .Dforc.d. I don't bal1.v. that the foruUon of . c_1tt.. of benavolent
daapota viII ...ure .1th.r outco_.

A "bad" .tandard ahould not b. .nforced. and hopefully with .nough 1nt.l-
l1g_t _d 1ndepend.nt-a1odadua.n and 1...l._tor. . "b.d" atand.rd cannot
be .nforced. On the other h.nd. u..re will cr..te th.1r own non-.tand.rde if

the off~ci.l po.1Uon do.. not .ccount for real or perc.1ved need for ch.nge.

Th.r. 1. 1. ev1denc. to .how th.t P..c.l 18 both port.ble and .ut.ble,

.uu..t1ng th.t aupply .ill grow to ..t deaand wh.ther off1ci.lly atand.rd
or not.

llal.rdl... of how . .tandarde c_1ttaa ..y b. ..tabU.hed, I think th.t
it .hould .ccept aUII..t1ona for challl" and ext.ndon. fro. ue.ra. and if

nec ry .hould .hape the .uueationa into fully dev.loped propo..la for

con.1der.tion and d.c1.1on by the .nt1r. ue.r co_unity. Under no c1rc_t.nc..

.hould . co~tt.. h.v. the .uthor1ty to d.cide whatrill .nd will not b.
offici.lly .tanderd. Ita purpoa. .hould b. .n organb.d f.cil1ty to h.ndl.

the ..chan1ca of .t.nderd1..t1on. .nd to fUtar or r..h.p. fr..-nted or
poorly thought-out .uII..Uona (1 quaUty control).

Each aUII..t1on con.1dend by the co~tt.. _t b. wdlhad .Idnat ..ny

cr1t.r1., and the.. del1b.ratione ahould b. included in the re.ulUng propo..l.

Bach propo.d ahould 81.0 include caaplat. defin1t1ona. .uapl.., 1...l_taUon
reco_d.t1ona. proof t.chn1que.. .nd perc.1ved 1 ct on the enUr. l.nguag..

On. of the fev po1nca on .h1ch I d1..gn. with Richard C1ch.lU ('6) deale

with co.a1tte. r.pr..ant.t1on of 1l1pl_tor.. AI I ... it. one of the pr1..

aot1v.t1on. for a co~tt.e'a .x1atenc. 1. to .a.ur. th.t off1c1.lly .t.nd.rd

f..tur.. .ra f...1bl. --1 1...leaent.bl. on (n..rly?) .ll..chin... H¥
.xp.rienc. augg.ata th.t ua.ra do not .ppr.c1.t. in .11 c the 1l1pl.ant.t1on

diff1culUea 1nh.r.nt in th.1r .ulg..t1oaa. What better way 1a th.r. to

r.pr...nt 1apl...ntor. th.n throulh .uch . c_1tta.? Th. co881tt.. ahould
co.b1n. the .kUle of the langua.. d..1an.r and the langu... f..tur. dedgn.r
(C.A.R. Hoar.. "H1nta on Proar8881n1 Lanlual. D.dgn") rith thoa. of the

1...l..en tor.

Th. repr..entation of ua.ra 1. of coura. v.ry aportant. Th. P..c.l
Neval.tt.r prov1d.. .n .xc.llent forull both for the d18a..1naUon of propo..la,

.nd for the r..cUon. .nd v1..a ofue.n. I doubt th.t ue.r. can b. bett.r

repr...nt.d than by having the f.te of ..ch propoa.l be det.ra1n.d by . gen.ral
vot..

Finally. I'. .fr.1d that w. .. ue.n .r. aoat vuln.r.ble right now b.c.ue.

of the lack of .ny fo l ..chan18. for controlling ch.ng. in the langu.I.. A.

..r1oue UI.n of P..c.l _ h.v. an 1ava.taant in cod.. I hop. th.t all curr.ntly
.cUv. 1l1pl_ntora .r. con.1der1nl very c.r.fully the co.t. of d.vt.Ung froa

the curr.nt .tand.rd (U.ar Hanu.l .nd R.port). Inco.p.t1bl. 1.pl...ntat1on. can
only have the .ffect of d.v.luat1ng our 1nv..ca_ta.

OpU81eUcally. J P. Miner
~~
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GP~E R~L I flFORMATI Otf (1/"3177>

We must a~a1n thank T1m Bonham and all the many who have responded to h1s

letters. Th1ngs.!!!!m to be on track. Th1s 15 what we have to pdnt. If you don't

f1nd ~hat you are 100k1ng for, check newsletters #5 and #6. Notel New implementors:

We don't know who YOU are, so please keep us informed; use the checklist below.

CHECKLIST* . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
1. Names, addresses, and phone numbers of implementors and

di str1 butors.

2. Mach1ne(s) (manufacturer, model/ser1es).
3. Operat1n~ system(s), m1n1mal hardware conf1gurat10n, etc.
4. Method of d1str1bution (cost, magnet1c tape formats, etc.).
5. Oocumentat10n available (mach1ne retr1-evable? in form of a

supplement to the book: Pascal User Manual and Reoort?).

6. Ma1ntenance D011cy (for how long? future development plans?
accept bug reports?).

7. Fully 1mplements Standard Pascal? (why not? what's
d1 fferent?) .

8. Comp11er or 1nterpreter? (wr1tten in what language? length 1n
source 11nes, comp11er or 1nterpreter s1ze 1n words or bytes,
comp11at10n speed 1n characters per second,
comp11at10n/execut10n speed compared to other language
processors (e.g. FORTRAN)).

g. Re11ab111ty of compiler or 1nterpreter (poor, moderate, good,
excellent?).

10. Method of development (from Pascal-P, hand coded from
scratch, bootstrapped, cross-comp11ed, etc.; effort to
1mplement 1n person months, exper1ence of 1mplementors).

. . . . . .. . . . .. . ..
PASCAL-P

Pascal-P 1s a "portable" compiler for Pascal generat1ng code for a hypothet1cal

"stack mach1ne". It comes on tape as a k1t and may be used to bootstrap compilers
onto real computer systems. Not much has changed w1th Pascal-P d1str1but10n (we have
yet to rece1ve a copy of Reorge R1chmond's new order form). Please refer to PUGNs

#5 and #6 espec1ally #6 for order1ng 1nformat10n.

IMPLEMENTATION
(SOURCE I~FORMATION, PROPOSALS FOR EXTENSIONS TO STANDARD PASCAL,

BUG REPORTS, PROGRAM WRITlijG TOOLS, ETC,>

.

Reports we have, seem to be very favorable for Pascal P4 (see Stephen Schwarm

in the Here and There section and the PDP-8 news descr1bed here1n). See the
Ooen Forum section for a request sent to Chr1s Jacob1 for the results of the Pascal-P

quest10na1re wh1ch appeared 1n #5. The follow1ng persons rep11ed to T1m Bonham's

letters that they w1sh to be ~ from the 1mplementors 11st 1n Newsletter #4:

Gordon Stuart at Camosun College, V1ctor1a, B.C. Canada
R1chard O'Bryant at Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas
Bob Vavra, Sperry-Un1vac, Rosev111e, Minnesota

PASr..I\L TRUNK COMPILER (We have sent'a request to Urs Anlnann of ETH, Zur1ch
-- for more 1nformat10n.)

PASCALJ
UNIVERSITY OF eOL.ORAOO

80ULOER,COLORACO 8030a

November 19, 1976

Mr. Timothy Bonham
Pascal Implementations
University Computer Center
227 Experimental Engineering Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

Dear Mr. Bonham:.
I enclose a copy of our latest price list and

status of the project. As you will note, we do
not believe that PASCALJ is yet a viable product.
Currently we are completing a set of macros which
resolve all stack operations and indexing in terms
of a single accumulator and simple index register.
These macros will be modified to handle multiple registers
with a projected completion date of February, 1977. At '
that time another evaluation of the portability of the
system will be made.

Sincerely yours,

lJ.J.:Jl 'i.
'il/, . l)j:b;./-=<_

William M. Waite
Professor

WMW mjr
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A. IDENTIFICATION

Program name: PASCALJ

Autho rs : B.W. Pavenel. C.B. Mason

Date: 1 September 1976

B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

IMPLEMENTATION NOTES
(SOURCE INFORMATION, PROPOSALS FOR EXTENSIONS TO STANDARD PASCAL,

BUG REPORTS, PROGRAM WRITWG TOOLS, He.)

1 September 1976

PASCALJ is a compiler which translates the high-level language
PASCAL to the intermediate language Janus. This compiler was
originally written in PASCAL. and used to translate itself to
Janus. The original PASCAL program is included in the Janus text
as comments. and may be extracted by selecting only those lines
which have a period in the first character position. All other
lines should be ignored during extraction. and the periods in
position 1 should be replaced by spaces.

PASGAL is defined in the following book. which is available from
its publisher (Springer-Verlag):

Jensen. K.. Wirth. N.. PASCAL User Manual and Report
1975. Second Edition.

It is necessary to indicate the character set of the host
computer on which PASCALJ is to be implemented. as the compiler
must provide a mapping from this character set to its own internal
repre~entations. We are providing several standard character sets
from which one should be chosen; should some other character set be
required please send a detailed collating seouence for it.

Character sets available:

ASCII (full set. 96- or 64- character subset)
EBCDIC
CDC display code

C. DOCUMENTATION

SEG-76-1 A Prelimina~y Definition of Janus 50z
SEG-76-2 PASCALJ Implementation Notes 2 oz
SEG-76-1 Janus Memory Mapping: The Jl Abstraction 2 oz

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

Boulder. Colorado 80309 USA

PASCALJ

Since our February distribution of PASCALJ we have concentrated upon
cleaning up the compiler itself and resolving some small anomalies in
the definition of Janus. This work is reflected in the current
distribution.

We have received feedback from several groups who have attempted
implementation of PASCALJvia a full bootstrap. This feedback indicates
that such an implementation is very time-consuming with current tools.
and may well lie outside the reach of most people. Our own experience
indicates that this view Is substantially correct: PASCALJ is not
really portable at the present time.

During the next months we plan to concentrate upon improvement of the
bootstrap. Our basic approach is to provide tested tools which will map
Janus code into that of a simple machine which is easily reallzeable but
not perfectly efficient. We hope that by FebruarY we will have brought
the bootstrap within reach of most potential implementors.

One recurring theme in the letters we have received is that the
syntax of Janus is too strongly biased towards STAGE2 processing. This
is a valid criticism. We'have derived an LL(I) grammar for Janus. in
which the basic symbols can be extracted by a simple lexical analyzer.
Examples of changes are:

$4.00
2.25
2.25

DISP3
AINT 5

becomes DISP(3)
becomes A INT 5

D. TEXT (Includes STAGE2)

7-track magnetic tape (1200-foot reel) 1.75 lb 28.00
9-track magnetic tape (1200-foot reel) 1.75 lb 39.00

(Deduct $7.00 from tape cost if you supply a 1200-foot reel. We
will accept longer reels. but we must charge more for postage.
Overseas orders add cost of postage and spcify type of shipping.)

The September compiler does not incorporate these changes; we hope to
release them in February also.

- Software Engineering Group



CONCURRENT PASr.AL (no new information - see Newsletter #6)

fo1onULA (maybe more 1nformati on 1n the next news1etter)

<)f)FfI.'ARE 14~ITIN6 TOOLS

~1ke Ball (distributor and maintainer of a Univac 1100 Pascal compiler) phoned
recently to advocate the formation of a clearing house for Pascal Software Writing

Tools similar to what we've requested in the Editor's Contributions in #6 and this

issue. He confesses that his 3 compilers keep him too busy to perform this service

and that it will have to be someone else. He would like to contribute some
programs to the pool (and I'm sure that other people would want to do likewise).

One of these programs is a "source code confiqurator". Mike cited the problems of

character sets and a coordinated standard for external and internal documentation.

(* Perhaps we also need a simple editor to facilitate updates for these programs. *)

QURROUGHS B-670Q/~-770Q

Last newsletter a vague reference was made to a technical report about A. H. J.
Sale's implementation in Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. The full reference is:

"Burroughs PASCAL - Some Imp1ementor' s Thoughts", Arthur Sa1 e, Department of

Information Science Report 76-2, University of Tasmania, 14 pages.
In its contents are sections on: Principles; Design Decisions; Lexical Tokens;

Syntactic Features; Machine Dependency; Run-Time Actions; Compiler Options; Input

and Output; Regrets; Closing Remarks; and References.

CtI IRIS 80, lOf)70

In a letter dated November 11 to Tim Bonham, Didier Thibault, 8 rue d'Auteui1,

75016 Paris, France, wrote: "...joined is the description and the details about the

status of our project: Pascal compiler for CII Iris 80, 10070 computers. All this
information may be of interest to Pur, members. You may publish it in the next

Pascal newsletter. I am sending a copy of your letter to the maintenance group in

Toulouse so that they may get in touch with you "

PM;CAl. CmiPIT,~R FOR GTT T0070, GTI TUTS !I(' "nil XTr; ~'Ir;r A 7 CQ1'PlfTlm:>

IMPL1;;MENTOR Didier THIU:.ULT

17 rue GAY-Lm;f,AC

75005 PARIS FRMICE tel, 527 16 85

MINTENER &: DISTRI1JI!T'm

Pierre f.'AURICE

U~R d'informatique- universite Paul SARLTIER

118 route de Narbonne

31077 TOULOUSE: FRANCE t.el, (61) ') 3 II 20 e"t. 300

CII 10070 , CII IRIS 80 , XDSSIG~A 7

OPERATING SYSTEM SIRIS 7 & SIRIS 8 (CII operating syntems)

easily available on other operating systems,see implementation

METHODOF DISTRIDUTION >lith maffl'etic to,pe.Contact distributer

DOCUMENTATION AV!.ILAJ\L';

User's manual in French,

SFER PASCAL_ Le Langage de pro(TammaUon PASCAL

compilateur pour les ordineteurs CII I0070,TRIS 80

systeme d'eY1)loitat1on snus 7-8 sept. 197')

MAINTEnANCEPOLICY maintenance availnblesince july 74 untj 1 july 77

STANlJARDPASCAL standard with PASCAL user manue.! &:report (Sprin/tor verI"/)' 1:° 18)

snda

-separate oompilation of I'A'~CAL prOf.\Tc.mfl

-symbolic post mortem dump output of vnri,'bler. &: procedure in ease

of abort at oyooution

-'value' feetur" for initil\lis/lt:lon of vor:lt'blos

-'paoked' variobleo implementeil
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n:PLE!!ENTATIOll ThiR i~ ~ full co'"pilor '~nor'Jtlncr object codo for th.:,

linka"'e editor. The compiler ,,')nsints of

a !.!OlIITOR. written in a~oeml' 'f lr'n6Ue.{~e(si7.e. 2kwords of 32 bits)

It links the PASCAL pr061"0m to the opernting system IInd

controls tho 07ecutton of the PA:~CAL pro~(\m.All operating

syotem dependancies are located in this monitor.To get

the compiler avni~"ble on other operrtinl1' cystemo,the

rowriting of this monitor 18 nooo08~nry.

!.~El'I!ODOF DlWET.oPP~:,',~;rf:'l

stprting dntel end 1972

first releane. mny 1974

Bootetr,,~pod from r.DePAGCAL co~piler in a co~puting center

having both C~ 6400 & CII ~IS ~o mAohinen.

.ffort. 14 mun ,. month with" team of 2 poreonn.

eyperience of implementors.eYporienoe as Stanford Braduete students

on oompiler design rnd optlmlsntlon.a CO~PILER prop,rnm. wrItten In PA~CAL lanpuace itnelf,it consists of

4800 lines of PASC,~L prol7nm. It is e. one psss compilsr

wIth top-down nyntsJr pnalysis,separete compilation of PASCAL

prol7ams,nymbol1c post mortsm oump output,ann mllny

specific opt,on".

Ths compiler iF fully bootntrn"ped .no that nny uesr

may adopt it ol1nily to it opoo'iric nood (tnblos oius,

Rpecific features)

blblioBI"aphy.D. Thibnult , P. !'o.ncel Trnnnport d'un compilateur

PASCAL ecrit en PM~C1LLd 'un CDC 6400 i\ un flUS 80. Th~"e de docteur

in~enieur-Sept. 1974- univsrnitn Paris VI.

(micro-fi'fhs avn.11able nt IT!IA documentation,nomoino de Voluoe9u

Rocquencourt 78150 Le ~heonpy FRANC8)

a PASCAL LIBRAIlY used by the link'."e eJitor

~'C:f.10RYR~'l1nr.;!,~~;nT~ to run the P...~CAr. I',vr-t.eml

minimum 30 K ,'ordin'the ovorlny ver:1ion of tho system

45 K "ord ,..1thout overHy

COr:PILA'1'IO}) 'iP8'\1) (mercurcmcnt on cn Ilr,; Po ~ono-processor)

r800 l'r "c',). lineR/mn

;>400 cnr/nec.

(",O'ITI~t./i:speeo. poo c,'r/aoc.)

EXECtrrION :3P'nn. dependant on tho "ror'!"''''
profile

PA~;C:.r.

mntri7 multiplication 1.6

(\.1

0.;>

rrcur~ivc nro~r~m J.

charncter count on filo

RELIABILITY OF THE cor:PIr.Rn The octual relcar,e i"
relenEle 3.Thi:1 compiler

hOR been tested ovor 2 yenrs in 2) nifforent co~"utin~ centor".

~he relt~bility is ~ood-cYc~l,ont.

Vol
o



UNIVERSI11! PAUL SABATlER
118, route de Narbonne, U8

n077 . TOUWUSII - CEDEX _ F ~qJ

TOULOU.., L8 22 novembre
T.L.PH.O ..-ta-18

.876

U. E. R. O'INFORMATIQUE

P. MAURICE T. BONHAM

PASCAL Implementations

University Computer Center

227 Experimental EngineeringBuilding

University of Minnesota

MINEAPOLIS,MN 55455

U.S.A

Dear Pr. BONHAM,

In addition to the letter by O. THIBAULT dealing with the

PASCAL/IRIS-aO compiler,I 9iveyou the followinginformation:

I am a member of the IRIA's project SFER which has, among other

works, maintained, develoPl~J and distributed the PASCAL compiler since

July~ and will go on until january 7a , it is used by about 30 centers

mainly in the fields of software teaching and development.

The compiler,includingall sourceprograms-PASCAL and assembler

code- is freely available , you must just send a tape (mini, if possible)

to the above address.

Transpositions to others systems can be an easy task , it

depends on the bin.ry code comp.tibility.The CII-IRIS ao machine use. the

s.me machine l.ngage as the XDS-Siqma 7. A successful transpositionhas

been made by M.
T'"

TOICYOUniversity, to an .. XDS-Sigma 7, running

under the BPM monitor. ~iA\(ftcttt
BIg reports are encouraged and reflected into the following

releases of the system.

The compiler accepts standard PASCAL (ref. "UserManual and

Report" by K. JENSEN and N. WINTH, Springer Verlag 75) with s..e addi-

tionnal features - separate compiling, compile time initializations,

extensions to read and write procedures for use in an interactive

environnement - and perhaps some minor differences standard PASCAL is

sometimes somewhat evasive and I have no access to a CDC computer.

Another IRIA 's project develops a PASCAL subsystem (under

Time-sharing system SIRIS 8 TS) designed to provide the users with

powerfulcommandsfor editing,management(storeand retreive)and

ClXVloll.Uuo of PASCAl. s>ru'JramN. The Urst rd of the .y..t..m y

take place at thebeginningof 1977.

Please, contact me for further information,

~
P. MAURICE

P.S. I sent my contribution to PUG a couple of months ago and did not

receive any newsletter issue
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Tn!] IT~L QIIlP"1F:'1T (I)f.O pJ)p-8 OIGITAL F.I)IJIPMPH (T)Ee) PDP-ll

l5i1 ~-.-E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CoMPANY

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TWIN CITIES

Social Sciences Research Facilities Center
25 Ble,en Hall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

WILMINGTON. DELAWARE 19898
JuuaX}' 2. 1977

1. 612/373-1S2S
612/313-9916

November 10, 1976

JohD T. Ia8 tonJ_ F. K:inn
Jonathon I.. Gra.

Addr_. corre.pood8Dc. to:
P..cal
SSRP'C
2S Blegen Ball
Univer.ity. of KiDDe.ote
K:inn..pol18, Minn.eota SS4SS

2. Kach:IDe: Digital EquipMnt Corporation PDP8/..

3. Dave10peet UDder OS/8 veraion 3. Karclvar. required:
08-E (EAE with IIOcIeB 1o.truction .et).
RK8-E etl8lt, or other etirect acce.s storag. et.rice with at
least 131)( 12-bit woret. (e.g., DF32 or RF08).
32K of cora/lWl 18 hiahly reco_deet. K101ll.. 18 16K.

I8pl_tora,
IING.NE-EltING DIE"ARTMENT

Mr. Timothy Bonham
PASCAL Implementation3
University Computer Center
227 Experimental Engineering Building
Universi.ty of Minnesota
Minneapolis,. Minnesota 55455

Dear Hr. Bonham:

In answer to your query of October 22, 1976, see attached "PASCAL
for PDP-llAs We See It".4, S, 6. Dl8tribut:l.on, documentation, anet ..intenance detaila are not yet

avaiJ.abl.. Bopafully .ore infor88tion will be available in the next
Pucal Nerdetter.

1. P.aoph..:1a h.. been placeet on close adher.nce to the P..cal Us.r Manual
anet 1Ieport.

8. A8 with .o.t languaa" on the PDP8, P..cal malte8 use of an interpreter
(a 8Odification of P-coete) written in PAL8. The co.pil.r and ..ee.bl.r
ar. writt.n :in P..cal. All 8tandard procedures are written in PAL8.

Execution i8 roughly cOllparable to Fortran IV (Fl.). 1/0 8eems to be
f..ter than Fortran, while computation 8 slower. Unfortunately
P..cal compilation is much slowsr than F4. We hope to .ake 8011.
i8lprova..nts in this area b.fors the f1 ra t relese..

Because of ths de8ign of the sy.tem, the i.plementation is not 8uitable
for real-ti.. applications. On the othsr hand, the :l.mplementation do.s
provide l3lK words of virtual ory for code and store (expandable to
26~).

The hardware we have available on this site for the creation of
distributions is as follows:

PDP-ll!50 with FPllB 64K Core

RK03
TU56 DECTAPE
TAll DECCASSETTE
PCll Paper Tape

PDP-ll/10 25K Core

RK05
T803

(* Stephen Schwarm in a recent phone call
confirmed the scattered news we've been
receiving that the U.S. government is

interested in Pascal on PDP-lls. He

also reports that C. Bron's cross

compiler (from a DEC-1Dto PDP-ll) has

excellent documentation. See the
Here and There section for more news. *)

Very truly yours,
Scaadard P..cal

Boolean

Char
Integer

1

types ar. impl t.das

1 word
1 word
2 worde
4 words

followa:

¥ING
R&DDnVIA'ION

C.Ak~
s. C. Schwarm, Development Engineer

Engineering Physics Laboratory (Beech Street)

~ e £~,-'-cIa~-
C. E.-iridge, Enginee~
Engineering Physics Laboratory (Beech Street)

E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.

Wilmington, Delaware 19898

SCS/CEI3:pjm

Atch

(ASCII 32. .121)

(lI8e. equivalent of DEC 23-bit package;
fourth word required for alignment.)

[0..9S]Set 8 worde

9. The sy.tem has been fairly reliable.

10. We have apant about 9 118ft aontha 80 far. It has been useful to cr08S-
collpile from the Univeraity of M1nneaota 'a CDC Cyber ..chines.
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PASCAL FOR PDP-ll AS WE SEE IT

Our installation has as many problems in getting a working "standard"

PASCAL compiler up on our machines as any. All of our efforts so

far have been aimed at transporting the work of others to our site.

We have no original work available yet.

The efforts involved at this site have been to:

I. Bring up Per Brinch Hansen's SOLO/CONCURRENT and SEQUENTIAL

PASCAL compiler on his minimum machine (- nine track magtape).

This compiler works reasonably if you are willing to suffer

along under the SOLO executive (poor editor/single user).

The variable scopes are also limited to GLOBAL and LOCAL,

thus voiding some of the capabilities of nested procedures.

These compilers are tied extremely closely to SOLO and are

nonstandard. We have developed the following to aid others

in using SOLO:

A. BOOTSOLO: copies nine track SOLO distribution magtape

to SOLO RK03/05 disk cartridge. (Same as distributed

SOLO bootstrap but runs on PDP-ll/04/l0/l5/20/34/40/

45/50/60/70 with 16K core, console terminal, nine track

magtape, RK03/05 disk.)

11/10/76

- 2 -

B. RSOLO: copies files from SOLO RK01/05 disk to DOS V9.2OC

(possibly V4?) RK03/05 disk. Runs under DOS/BATCH-II

V9.2OC (V4?) on 16K PDP-ll/04/l0/l5/20/34/40/45/50/55/

60/70 with 16K core, two RI03/05 disk drives, console

terminal.

C. READOS: copies files from DOS/BATCH-ll V9.2OC (possibly

DOS-II V4?) disk to SOLO disk. Runs under SOLO and

PDP-ll/4S/50/SS/60/70 with 48K core, floating point

unit, two RKOJ;OS disk drives, console terminal.

II. Bring up University of Illiaois PASCAL compiler under

MINITAUR operating system (bastard son of DOS-II V4?).

This system is nonstandard, it works well, but is ugly

inside. Runs on PDP-ll/04/10/1S/20/34!40/4S/50/5S/60/70

in 28K core under MINITAUR. DOS/BATCH-II V9.2OC can read/

write files onto MINITAlffi file structured device (not the .

other way however). System comes up in one evening.

Documentation is scant, however, and the command syntax for

batch streams is entirely different from DOS/BATCH-II which

came in DOS-II V8.0 and after.

III. Bring up DECUS PASCAL-II from Lucien Feiereisen, et al

(PASCAL to JANUS through Stage 2 macros to MACRO-II).

11/10/76
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Came up in one after.noon. This implementation has a rather

weak stomach. It will not digest anything but small syntac-

tically correct (as per this implementation as opposed to

"8tandard") programs. Mos!; errors end up as F342 (addressing

exceptions) without hope of further diagnosis. This particu-

lar implementation runs on a PDP-ll/34/40/4S/S0/SS/60/70

under DOS V9.20C with 64K core.

This implementation has given DEC a sour taste on PASCAL

(much to our dismay).

IV. Bring up a PCODE-2 to MACRO-ll translator in hopes of boot-

strapping the PCODE PASCAL compiler. This approach got

bogged down in the problem of knowing what size the stack

elements that were pushed, popped and operated on. The

word and byte alignment problem was the straw that broke

PCODE-2's back. We have just recently received the PCODE-3

and 4 release which promises to solve these problems. Work

will continue in this direction.

V. Bringing up several of the PDP-10 PASCAL compilers (all of

which work well). Don't.wish to elaborate here since

newsletter 5 covers this well.

S. C. Schwarm/C. E. Bridge:pjm

11/10/76

TECHNISCHE HOGESCHOOL TWENTE
ONDERAFDELING DER TOEc;EPASTE WISKUNDE

TinDthy Ba1ham,
tJn1versi~ of Minnesota,
tJn1versi~ Catp.1ter Center,
227 Experimental Engineering Building,
MinneapoU8 - ~ 55455.

ONDEAWEIIP: KENMEAK:'1W76/INF/793p. ENSCHEDE.14.11.1976.

Dear Mr. Bonham,

With regard to your letter of October 25th, it appears that several
of your questialS have been answered in PlISCALNewsletter 4,
dated July 76. Questioos unanswered are the fOllodng.

6. ~~~ £O11£{.
We intend to correct reported errors for the next feM years. 'Ibis
is however a private enterprise, and no absolute guarantees can
be given. Error reporte and updates will be sent at irregular
instants to thc8e who have received a CJ:0' of the CCI'Ipiler, and
have not stated their lack of interest.

9. aeUabili~ : good (what measure 1)

10. Method of develcpnent : adaptatioo f%01lP-oatpiler. See for further
details pl,j)Ucatioo in Sofblare, Practice and Experience.

Yours sinceMly,

C. Bran.
Associate Professor of Catp.1ter Science.

EN8CHEDE. DAIENEALD .1'0818118 217 . TELEfODN: 01420.88111 . TELEX _
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'1be fol1.awinq contains a sumw:y of the PA..~ross-carpiler for the
PIP 11 as of Nov8ItJer 1976. '1be reader is eJCpeCted to be familiar

with the publication in .Sofbere, Practical Experience, Vol. 6,

109-116 (1976).

With rega.td to the definition of the lanquaqe PASG.Lthe fol1.awinq
~tr1c:t.1a18 hold:
Fi18 are not inplslwlted, apart f%all the standa.td file8 input and

output whicb are always 1inIc:ed to the k8yb0a.rd/pr1nter-dsvice.

Packed data st=ctuJ:es are only inplelll!nted for: one-d1nensional

c:haracter arrays (pacIdng always takes place), and for one-

d1m!In8ia1al b:Iolean arrays (pack1nq optimal, one b:Io1ean per bit).

'ftI8r8 i8 no proc:edure DISPCS to delete individual dyruun1a1lly created
8truct.ure8, but thee 18 . MNUC/RELEI\SEpair whid\ suffices \oIhen

al1ocat1cn and deallccation takes place in nested fashJ.a\.
Q-Ily local junpe are allDWIId.

'1'he fol1.awinq ext'818ia'18 have t.en inplelll!nted:

- functJ.cn xesult8 can be of non-scaler type,
- arrayswithurwp8C1t.18d bounr!8 (but spec:if.1ed index-8tructure) can be

paued as aJ:9I.II8nt8 to procedures,

- 8eV8ral st:anc'Iard procedures have been added, notably bio procedures
to obtain and set the value of 8p8Cif1.ed l181Dry-locat1ons. on-

pxocedures are intandlld for CCIIIIIJnication with the device registers.

undiscr1lllinated U88 of ~ prcceduns may endanIJer the 11Ipl_t:.at.1on,

- pxcoedures may be decland in the outer program block to be auoc1ated
withspecified interIupt-80Urc88. Apart fIall the level of declaration

them are no rest:rlc:t.1a18 on interrupt procedures. Of course
interrupt procedu%u cannot be called in the conventional 1I8lI88.

- A s1:rl.ni parlll8ter type has be8I introduced in whid\ one d11Iensialal
cbaracter arrays or S1bstr1ngs thereof may be passed as actual

~ters. Such strings and their OCNItituent dIaracters are

oonsidend as "read only". '1'hemost .1Dportant application 18 in
pusinq strings to procedures whid\ may in turn pass on these str1nqs

to "write", which ~ tillnow was the only pEOc:edure to aooept str1nqs

of unspecified length.

2.

Experience gained so far sho.lS the i1Iplel!&\tation quite fit for

real t.ilh! applications.
Recently a nmber of PASCAL routines have been &!velopped and

Jnpl t:ed for the Jnpl.enw1tat.1on of parallel processes. We lIIInt.1on:

queue-cptrat.1aw, process switchinq, starting of independent p~,

P- and V~t.1aIs, IIDI'I.itors (A 1. Hoare) and ccnd1timal critical reqions,

device-drivers, interropt handlers, asynchronous I/O. 'ft1ese PASCAL-

routines have been based on three routines that werewrittenin PCP 11

asSEllbler and ca\S1sted of appr. SO words. These routines perfoJ:llWd:

reqi8tA1r 8w1tchinq, interr\lpt enabl1nq and di8abling, and . bit of

address man.1pulatioo to make the address of a procedure available

to the PASG.L envizoment. These three routines will soon be

i1Ip1el!&\ted in the fom of standa.td-procedures.

A full 1Jrpl8Bltation of the file-conocpt to run under R1' 11 .1s

~ to be carp1eted shortly. '1h1s i1Iplementation will only need

minor revis.1ons in order to beoat8 operational under other DEX:

operatinq systems.

In . next phue the dew10pnsnt of . 8111p1ll mult.1U8.r operat1nq llylltem

centred around IIfile system (fully 1JrplEll'e.nted in PASG.L) is fo~.

C. Bran.

NoI/e!NJer 12th. 1976.

'!Wente u. of Technology,

P.O.Box 217,

Ensd1ede.
'l11e Netherlands.
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PATTERN ANALYSIS & RECOGNITION CORP.

l~ December 1976

PASCAL User's Group
\ Andy Mickel
University Computing Center
227 Exp. Engr.
University of Minnesota
Minne.polis,Minnesota55~55

Dear Andy:

ON THE MALL

ROME. N. Y. 13440
TI:L. 3115.338.8"00

315.72 072

We recently received your lettsr to David Bennett here at PAR,
aeking about the status of our PASCAL compiler implementationefforts.
Here it 18:

1) We attempted to construct one from the ill-fated

PASCAL P compiler kit, but:

a) The interpreter subroutinesplus threaded
code would not fit in 32000 words, our
maximum allowed program size, and system
overlay facilities were not applicable
to interpreter code which looks like data.

b) The P assembly language was not very
suitable. It required tag fields with
data and had several other major faults.

c) My bosses weren't ready to spring for the
newer version of the kit after being
burned with the first kit.

2) I analyzed what was lacking in the kit and decided
it was not nearly as portable as it could be if it

translated PASCAL into some language for which
everybody already has a translation to machine
language (you guessed it -- FORTRAN).

3) I spent 3 months thinking up methods by which
PASCAL might be translated efficiently into
FORTRAN. Then I began writing this compiler

PASCAL User's Group
Andy Mickel -2- l~ December 1976

in PASCAL, translating it by hand into its
equivalent FORTRAN and debugging the FORTRAN.
I am about halfway (with about 3-5 months of
work remaining) towards having a full PASCAL
compiler (includingrecursive procedures)
which will produce reasonably efficient FORTRAN.

This is a solo effort on my part, with two goals:

1) Obtain the first PASCAL compiler (to my
knowledge) which runs under RSX-llD on the
PDP 11/~5.

2) Produce a truly portable PASCAL compiler (i.e.,
OM that can be set up with no more work than
transportin~thecompilersourcein PASCAL and
the compilerobjectcode in FORTRAN to another
computer.

Here's a list of informationabout the project in the same order you
requested it.

1) Implementor Michael N. Condict
PAR Corporation
On The Ma 11
Rome, N.Y. l3~40

Phone (315) 336-8400

2) Machine DEC, PDP 11/45

3) Operating Sys. - RSX-llD

Minimal Config.- Same as for RSX

4) Method of Distribution - None for at least 5 months.

5) Documentation Not yet.

6) Maintenance Not yet.

7) Standard PASCAL? - Yes, probably with extensions.

8) Type of Program PASCAL to FORTRAN translator, expected
to be about 5000 FORTRAN source lines
excluding comments, and about 3000
PASCAL source lines. Will be one pass
and thus run rings around FORTRAN
compiler.



PASCAL User's Group
Andy Mickel

FOXRORO Fox-l
-3- 14 December 1976

9) Reliability
- Will not be distributed until it is.

10) Method of Development Initial version of each procedure

was written in PASCAL thenhand
translated into a "pretty" FORTRAN
preserving all identifiersby use
of the PARAMETER statement (allows
symbolicallynamed constants). The
FORTRAN program (currently 2500 source
lines and half finished) was debugged
after each addition to it (I am using
both top down development and top down

debugging by writing "stub" procedures,
later replaced with real ones). When
the compiler is finished or can compile
itself, it will be restored to its
originalPASCAL in a massive,manual,
inverse translation,and run through
itself, thus completing the bootstrap.

Man Months- I expectthisprojectto requirebetween6 and 9
man-months (with 1 man devoting half his time).
It has currently consumed about 4 man months.

The Foxboro Company fo.bo,o. M u..".. U.S.A. 02036 .
T"'"", .0") 543-8'50

30 RoV88b.r 1976

PASCAL U..r'. Group
c/o ADdy Mickel
Univ.r.ity Co8puter Ceat.r
227 Exp.r1aeDtel !D11D..riDS Buildial
HInDe.poli.,MinDS.Ot. 55455

Deer ADdy:

!Delo..d you vi11 fiad .,.ch.ck for $..00 for rehip 1D the PASCAL U..r'.
Group. Th18 18 the third (aDd hopefuUy DOt the !aat) rehip .ppl1catiOll
you vi11 rec.h. fr_ Th. Foxboro C08paDY,

w. have recently recdved 1Dquide. frla Tu. Bonhua ad yours.lf CODcerDiDl the
'.tat.' of PASCAL at our 1D.ta11atiOD. UafortUll8t.ly,there i.'t aD _ful lot
of 1DforeatiODwe CaD live you. The b..t v. CaD do 18 briDS you up to data OD
what'. BOa. OD here.

Bob Meth.m., who, 1Dcid.ataUy, 18 DO lODI.r vith our C08paDY, va. pri8adly
r..poa.ibl. for our 1Dt.r..t iD PASCAL. He acquir.d a copy of the PASCAL-I'.Y.-
t.. aDd .peat a .isaifiC8Dt 880UDt of ti8a developial a P-CODE iDt.rpr.t.r (iD
PORTRAN) oa our POX 1 product .y.t... You..y!lOt" f.ll18r with the POX 1,

but it'. . a1aicoaput.r .y.t.. pri8ari1y 1Dt8Dded for iDduatri.l proce.. CODtro1
.pplicatiOll..

At the tUae th.t Bob v.. u.p1_atiDa the iaterpr.ter he w.. "liDDiDa ._ re-
...rch ia the .re. of Sy.t. lIIpl_at.tiOllLaP"... Be v.. particularly
1Dt.re.ted 1D CODtrol .tructur.. aDd data tJPiDS capabiliti.. aDd cho.e to un
PASCAL .. aD ezp.r1aeDtal hicl. 1D th... .r About halfw.y throup the
d8V81o~at of the 1Dt.rpr.ter Bob ".. joiDed by . ..cODd proar_r, Ju. 1'_.11,
who c08pl.t.d the iDt.rpr.tar, aDd "ho h.. siac. be_ r..poasibl. for it. 88ia-
t8DaDC8.

Experience of Implementor I built a compiler for a subset
of PASCAL as a class project

once, but this is already the
lsrgsst program I have ever
attempted.

I hope this answers all questions you may have about our implementation

efforts. We are still interested in learning of any existing full PASCAL

compiler which runs under RSX on the PDP 11/45, if you are aware of one.

Sincerely,

PAR Corporation

Michael N. Condict
UnfortlD1.t.ly, whea Bob l.ft the C08paDYthe proj.ct he had b.. _rlt1D1 oa c_
to . clo... SiDc. th8D p.rt. of hi. proj.ct have baaG iacluded 1Dto other pro-
j.cts th.t .re lOial oa aow. Th. u.. of PASCALhas DOt b..a id8Dt1fi.d .. .
..jor p.rt of aDYof th... proj.ct., however.

Our .pecific fJap18ll8llt.tioa of the PASCAL-I'.y.t. ._. to b. pr.tty auch the
staDd.rd PASCAL,.. it ".. d18tdbut.d. The oaly chanle we ".. the 1Dc1u-
sioa of . STOP.tat_t whichCaDbe u..d to teraiaate ex.CUtiOD.t DY poiat
1D. prolra:- Also, b.cn.. the POX1 18 . 24 bit/_rd ..chia., the .1&. of .
..t ".. r..trict.d to 48 888b.r..

MNC/med
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'I'b8 1IItorpr.tor lob aDd J1I8 de..loped do.. bave a f8V intora.tina 88peCt., thouah.
AppI'GK1aata1y lU of _ry 1. UNcI to u:ec:ato. the int.rprot.r, 1nc:1ac1iDa 14K
_rde of '.tac:k.' 121: worel. of 1'-0001. aDd UK worel. of cod. for tho 1nterprat.r
'-tealf. Of _I'M thera 1. . lot of _d.yinl involved 1D plac:1nl all of thb
into 14K. aDd "I'

1I8pl_tatlon 1.. therafore. fairly .low. But aiDc:a our pd-
aary _ of PASCAl.18 .. a re..arch tool .. CaD11va v1th th18.

Vedo . f. '8DhaD_t.' bul1t into our intarprater. Foru:aple. .. ba.e
a 1'1'_ facU1ty that CaD be CODtrollacl throaah a code 111 a PASCAl. prolr8. 'Ih18
... intoa4ad pr1aarl1y for debaalinl the intorpretar. but h.. al.o proveD uHful
111 ...ball1Da proar- written 111 PASCAl.. 'I'b8 outpat of the traco 18 .adable.
baaacI _ the t)'JlO of in.truct1OG beiDa intorpretod. .a81cally the output c:OG-
a1.ta of the operaUOG c:odo. operaDd field.. atac:k pointer. proara counter. aDd
top foal' locat1oaa of the atac:k. loav1th _at trace fac:1l1Ue.. oatput CaDbe
tllru4 aD 8IcI off at the vb1a of the proar_r.

ADothar optj,OGal output of our interprater 18 wbat .. call a 'profl1e.' 'Ih18 con-
81ato of tWo 11ata. Tha Urn 1IId1c:at.a the "ar of P-CODEinatrucUon.. by
type. _ tllo per_ta.. of c:ociothat occuraaca. of .ach 1natrucUOD typa COG.U-
tata. 'I'b8 "c:OGd 11at ah_. by 1IIatrucUOD type. the _b.r of tiaaa aD in.truc-
t10G of that t)'JlO w.. 'u:acutod.' aDd tho parcentaa. of '.uc:aUOG tiaa' .pont in
1aatract1aDa of that t)'JIO.

It v.. int8D4acl that th18 profl1a ..rva two purpo Firat of all. if .. e.er
lot a~ to opt1l8biDa our intorprotor .. _ld have _ idea of 80.1' fraquaatly
aood 1aatl'1lCt1oaa. .tc. Soc:oDclly... could proj.ct actual u:ac:at1on U_ of PASCAl.
Pl'Olr- aD eithar the POX1 or _ other 8)'.ta by bul1diDa teble. of 1n.truct1oa
_c:at1aD t:l8a. At thi. tiaa _ havo dODo_thina _ra thaD procluc:a profl1.a.

1'.
Ve ha at praaoat. foul' PASCAl. proar_ra (or .hould I .ay proar_ra who CaD
wr1ta PASCAL proar-> at our 1aatallat1oa. I v18b I could tall you we u.a PASCAl.
hoav11y. wt that'. not the c:aao. tho hiabar leval lanauaa. .upportacl by our pro-
duct ay.c- happou to ba POaT&AIIand .0 .. ara -'>at loc:kad into it. Other
tb8i the oc:cuiOGal Pl'Olra one of ua aiabt write we are. in fact. do1nl .ery
little vith PASCAL.

I hope the __ balpe to c:1arify
"I'

pro.ant p..irlon. Should eny chanae in the
.tataa of PASCAL at Foxboro occ:ar I'll let you~. Until tben. we hope to koep
ar...t of wbat'. happonina vith PASCAl. throup your n8Valottar.

Sinc:oroly.

,;~, ~4 1- L.)i<i' J
-t;

Thc8a8 G. KcG1aty
Ccl8putar Soct1oa
Corporato arch

pad

IBM SYSTEM 360/370
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORO LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER

M.iI AJ,},,"
SLAC, P. o. Box 4349

Stanford. California 94305

December 20. 1976

Timothy Bonham
PASCAL Implementations
University Computer Center
227 Experimental Engineering Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn. 55455

Dear Tim:

Your letter of inquiry about the SLAC PASCAL Compiler was (eventually)
directed to me and I apologize for the (very) long delay In the process of
responding.

Our PASCAL Compiler for the IBM360/370 system Is based on the P-com-
pi1er (the P2, May 74 version) and, with a few minor extensions, implements
exactly the same language.

During the bootstrap process, the output of the P-compi1er was trans-
lated by a set of IBMAssemb1er-H Macros into 360/370 Assembly language and
then into object code. The resulting code was overinflated and fairly in-
efficient. Currently, we have a post processor (a so-called P-Trans1ator)
which Is a 2500 line PASCAL program that translates the output of the P-com-
pi1er Into either 360/370 assembly 1anguge or directly produces a standard
OS object module.

In addition to fixing some of the obvious bugs (and some not so obvious)
in the P2 Compiler, we had to modify the compiler and the syntax of the P-In-
structions in order to specify the type of the operand(s) of some instructions
(In particular Load, Store type operations) before a reasonable translator to
370 code could be written. In other respects, the Syntax Analyzer is almost
as it was in the P2 compiler.

The P-Trans1ator is a one-pass, no 100kahead translator which could be
incorporated into the compiler, or Ideally, communicate with It in coroutine
fashion but, for simplicity, we run it as a post processor to the P-compl1er
with somewhat Increased I/O overhead. The current version of the P-Trans-
1ator (like the P-Compi1er) does not provide run time checking of Indices or
subranges.
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STAUNTON, VIRGINIA 24401 COMPUTER CENTER

IBM 1130 ("/liarf
aldwiIL

College

Timothy Bont'iam Page two of two pages

Some statistics:

lines of source code

*
of P-Instructions

bytes of 370 instructions
time to compile the compiler
processing rate

P-Compf1 er

4000
15000
76000*
10 sec.+
400 11nest sec.

Post
Processor

2500
9500

52000*
5 sec.+ (total 15 sec)
800 (source) lines/sec.

December 10, 1976

*this includes the I/O interface and conversion routines
+timed on the 370/168 with 16k cache memory.

The Compiler/Post-processor is capable of compiling (bootstrapping) itself
in a 130k b)/te region, 24k of which is returned to the operating system for
I/O buffers.

The entire system is available to the public (as is) and we are working
on further optimization of the object code.

Once again, sorry for the delay in our response. Please feel free to
write me if you need more detailed information.

Mr. Timothy Bonham
Pascal User's Group
University Computer Center
227 Experimen~al Engineering Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Dear Tim:

Sincerely,

Indeed I am interested in an IBM1130 implementation of PASCAL
but little has been done so far. The intent is still very much alive,
but the project remains in a planning stage. I am leaving Mary Baldwin
CoUege at the end of the month, so please note my change of address
below. If you would, please see that it also gets to the PASCAL User's
Group. I will still be using an IBM 1130 Computing system and I still
intend to work on the PASCAL project, so I'll let you know when something
is available. My new address is:

/
, (,,: t~
~t:L, ~ .~-.-/'_'I""""', .'.) ',.
.

Sassan Hazeghi.J
(,<. )

Computation Research Group

Innovative Management Systems
865Middlebrook Avenue
Staunton, Virginia 24401

SH/h1c Dp~
Fred W. Powell

Director\

cc: Mr. James M. Moloney
Mr. Joe C. Roberts
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I~TERDATA 8/32
Mike Ball at the Naval Undersea Center, San Diego reports that Paul Fisher

at Kansas State University has a slow version of Brinch Hansen Pascal on the

Interdata B/32 which Ignores lower case characters. Mike is currently Implementing

Pascal himself on the B/32, changing Brinch Hansen's compiler to a 9-pass highly
optim1zing compiler.

Mike passed on the observation that it took Brinch Hansen's com iler took

three times as long to bootstrap but had far fewer errors than the P-compiler.

He wou1d like to know other people's implementation experiences. (* See the

CHECKlIST, item 10. *)

UNIVAC 90170 (*No known implementations; see Here and There under Hopkins.*)

UNIVAC 1100 SERIES

Mi ke Ball of the Naval Undersea Center, San Diego, reports that he has

received many more requests than he expected for his Univac 1100 Pascal compiler.

He has talked to Fischer and LeBlanc at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,WI

about their compiler. They are using his to hlp them write a diagnostic, checkout
compiler based on LR(k) scanner with variant record and pointer checking. This

should be useful for students. They are also concentrating on code optimization.

We received the following more complete news of the 1100 implementation from

DIKU. University of Copenhagen. It appears that for this compiler, the source

code is not released. However, the documentation appears good; a nice

(unfortunately faint) 19 page machine retrievable manual was sent to us entitled:

"A Pascal Comoiler for Univac 1100 machines" by J. Steensgaard-Madsen and Henrik
Snog at the Datalogisk Institut. University of Copenhagen. It is in the form of

a supplement to Pascal User Manual and Report. This compiler has 6-bit
characters as standard type CHAR but does supply an additional type ASCII. ALFA
then is a predefined type of packed array[l..12] of CHARand there is another
predefined type HALFA which is packed array[l. .6] 2!. CHAR(or 6-6 bit characters
per 36 bit word). Set sizes are only 72 elements as compared to 144 in Mike

Ball's compiler.

DIKU OATALOG/SK /NST/TUT K88ENHAVNS UN/VEIIS/TET

S/GUIIOSGAOE 41. OK.ZZOOK88ENHAVN. OAN/tIIAIII(,TLF. (01) TA
'H6

Timothy Bonham
Pascal Implementations
University Computer Center
227 Experimental Engineering Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
U.S.A.

November 11, 1976

JSM/HG

Dear Timothy.

Thank you for your letter of 25 Oct. Contrary to your

expectations I have not received Newsletter no. 5 and neither

has our library.

To assist you in collecting information on Pascal im-
plementation I enclose a short characterization of our Pascal

system, a Request Form and our Users GUide, which should be

considered a supplement to the book "Pascal User Manual and

Report" by K. Jensen and N. Wirth.

Yours sincerely

~.s~~~-\-\~
J. Steensgaard-Madsen

encl.

Z
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DIKU OATAlOG/SI( 'NST/TUT K'UNHAVNS UN/VEIIS/TET

S/GUROSGAOE 41, OK.2200 KI/J8ENHAVN, OANMARK, HF. (01) TA9466

~eQuest for Pascal 1100........................

ReQuestors name ant! Instl tutlon.

Distribution policy.

The Pascal system 15 distributed, In relocatable form only,
to university co,.,putlnt: centers.

We al,., to hullt! a distribution trl'!e. '1111 you assist In this
ant! forward a CODy of the system to (s~y) at most 5 Pascal 1100
users on request fro,., Dataloglsk Instltut? yes I no.
If 50, how much will you have to hIlI for admInistration and
",agnetlc tape ass"",lnl'; that the users are sltuatet! at your
continent?

If t!lstrlbuted fro,., Oatalo,e;lsk InstItute the charl';e will be
I1kr. 200.

Conditions for t!Istrlhutlon:

A. The system will be made available free of charl';e to
all users of the CO"1outer center, at which the system
15 Installf'rl.

B. The system must not be dlstrlhutet!further without
written aporoval fro", nataloRlsk Instltut, University
of Cooenhatten.

C. After Installation the avallahllltv will he announced
locally by the reQuestor, who wll! also orovl"e a
.e;ulde for ohtalnlnl'; the Pascal 11M Ils..r '4anual
orovlded along with the system.

n. The system Is acceptet! In relocatahl..form, without
oro",lsefor m~lotenance. If errors are t!etected these
\~ll1 bl! reoor~erl to Oatllloltlsl( Instltut throuJP;h a
Idcal contact person, who Is suooosed to be the
requestor Initially.

Parameters.
r1al';netlctaoe recorrllnR (wlthOllt lahe!) IJslntt
___ tracks ant!density bpi.

EXEC-it level :

A sJ~nerl cony of this ~nr'"s~oulrl be s..nt to

J. Steens.e;aart!-Marlsen.
nlKIf
SlgurdslJiilt!e 41

OK-2200 Cooenhagen N.
nf'nm;ork.

An unlilodest characterl stl r:of a Pilscal compiler for I1NIVAC 110n.
aa :............................

t'a5cal ll<l<lA :
An extreeml'l fast complle-and-go hiltch syste~l.

Pascal llOOS :
A compiler generating comprehenslhle a5semhler corle. A true
extension of version A.

Common characteristics:

Deviations from Standard Pascal.
A. Any TEXT variable F will after RESET(F) fulfill:

EOF(F) . FALSE ant! EOLN(F). TRI1E

(This allows a program to open a dlalo" with a user).
B. Parameters of formal procedures ant! functions may he

of any kind, but specl f I cat I on 15 reQul retl.

Res tr I ct Ions.
A. File components containing files shoult! not be uset!.
B. Standard procedures cannot be passed as ar:tual parameters.
C. The villue of ORn(X) for X belon"lnr, to the hase type of

a set must he In the Interval 0..71.
D. The first operation (In the rlynamlc sense) on any file

must be RE\/RITE.

Extensions.
A. A scheme for exhaustive specification of parameters.
B. Constant definitions accort!in~ to the syntax

<Identifier) : <type) . <values);
C. An UTHEHWISE clause In a CASE statement.
D. A LOOP... EXIT... END statement.

Machine dependent f~cllltle~.
A. Handling of both Fleldata and ASCI I char~cters and files.
B. REALI~ double precisionalways.
C. nynamlc association of extern~1 files.
D. S~Doth cooperiltlon with the oper~tln~ syste",.

Pascal ll0~S features.
A. ExternaI pror:edures and functIons may he wrl t ten In Pasca I

or (ASCII) Fortran.
B. Inclusion of assembler r:ode 15 posslole.

COllpller performance.
A. Both compilers requires a bit more than 40K wort!s to exer:ute.
B. Cor'lpllatlon speet! 15 roughly 100 lines per SUP secont! (SUP.

Standard I1nlt of Proce~slnlt, deflnet! by IJIHVAC>.
C. Coc.II,ller rellablll ty Is excellent.
D. Cor.II)llerl pro~rams run efficiently compilrerl to othp.r processors.

":I>
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\, :I UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Computor C.nter

"'.
_j..J ~J

I

TWIN CITI£S ;22.7 ExperimentalEngineeringBuilding
I Minneapolis.Minnesota55455

i(612) 373.4360

19 November 197~

Jorgen Steensgaard-xadsen

Data10gisk Institut

Kobenhavns Universitet
Sigur:hgllde 41

DK-2200 Kobenhavn
OE,~:1'.R«:

Dear Jon:!enr

Thank you for the information on your Univac 11~O Pascal. We received

it ~ove~ber 15, too late to be printed in Pascal Newsletter #6 (which
is 93 pages). It will definitely appear in '7.

Your letter indicates that there was some confusion on our oart that I
would like to clear u? First, we received the subscriptio~ fro~ your
.library in mid-October. The ~ailing of issue t5 has been delayed
because we have been negotiating with Judy Nullins at the University

of Southampton, England about European mailing. This issue has now
been air mailed directly to your library, but the library will receive

further izsues from Southa~~ton.

Second, we sent letters similar to the one you received to over 8~

other known implementors. We wrote two versions of the letter, one

for PUG members, and one for non-members. lie have no record of your
membership, so we apparently sent you t~e wrong version. please
accept my apologies for this mistake.

I would like to take this opportunity to personally invite you to join
the Pascal User's Group. This is an informal group of users,
teachers, imple~entors and just plain fans of Pascal. ~e no~ have 528
mem~ers in 22 countries. ~e have oublishe3 and mailed issue 15 (64
pages). Issue 13 is now at the printer. I am enclosing a membership

coupon.

Thank you again for t
us that we keep the I
Your Jocument~tion wi

P~scal 111~ inform tion. It is i~?ortant to
lCTcnt~tion Notes s ction current end correct.
certainly halp in edDlctt~r i7.

Si~c0rely,

John ? ,trait

XE~nx ~IGMA 6/~IGMA q

PASCAL - SIGMA (2.0)

NOTES ON THE DISTRIBUTION PACKAGE

Distribution includes a magnetic tape containing the latest system
release and a package of documentation. All programs are commented

in Engl ish but documentation is in French (except for the "Program

description") .

Distribution costs, which are $250.00, do not imply any responsi-
bility or maintenance. service on the part of the distributor, imple-

mentor or the Universit@ de Montr@al. Distribution costs may be paid
by sending a check (payable to Pierre Desj~rdins) to the address below.

PIERRE DESJARDINS
Universit@ de Montr@al
Informatique
C.P. 6128, MONTREAL 101
Qu@bec, CANADA

Release:
Implementor:

Distributor:

September 1976

Pierre Desjardins

Pierre Desjardins



1. The compiler is a 6220 lines Pascal-Sigma program (Pascal-Sigma

corresponds to Wirth and Jensen's "Pascal: user manual" together

with the restrictions cited below);

8. self-compilation requires 35K (peak) of core and executes at

the ra te of

~ 600 lines/min. on Sigma 6 (8PM/BTM)

~ 1200 lines/min. on Sigma 9 (CP-V)

COMPILER CHARACTERISTICS

2. it was obtained by cross-compilation on a CDCCYBER74,using the

Nov.1972 version of Pascal from Zurich;

g. generated code takes the form of a file of re10catab1e object

modules (one for every procedure (function» in "Xerox Standard
Object Language".

3. without any prior knowledge of Sigma machines, the entire program-
ming system was completed in 18 man months;

TAPE STRUCTURE AND FORMAT

4. re1iab11ity is considered "good to excellent";
Tape format is: g tracks, 800 bpi, binary.

The tape is structured much like a standard Xerox processor distribution
tape (labelled tape in account :SYSGEN). As specified in the "Program

Description", file $$CONTENTdisplays the contents of the tape.

."
("T1
CCI
:::c
c::
:>
:::c
-<

5. language restrictions are as follows:

sets are limited to 32 elements,

standard procedures (functions) are not allowed as actual
parameters ,

array, record and fi 1e types cannot have file type components,

string constants cannot be defined in the const part of the

declarations.

MAINTENANCE POLICY

6. non-standard extensions to the language include:

keyed f11 es,

ghost variables As specified earlier, distribution costs do not include "on-demand"

maintenance service. However, bug reports are welcomed so that once
they have been slen to and a few of them have been accumulated, update

sheets could be sent to Pascal-Sigma users.
7. peak code size is 25Ki

8ug reports should be as explicit as possible as to the nature of the

bug and the environment in which it occured.



DOCUMENTATION

Except for the "Program Description" document. all other documents

are written in French.

Here is a list of all documents provided in the destribution package

together with a breif description of their use:

1. "Program Description", contains information related to the instal-

lation and maintenance of Pascal-Sigma.

2. "Manuel d.utilisation is the user's manual. It gives infor-
mation related to the particularities of Pascal-Sigma: restrictions.

extensions and use under BPM/BTM.

3. ..METAPASC: will be of interest to people expecting to use
external procedures or functions. written in Meta-symbol. inside a

Pascal program. METAPASCprovides a set of macro-procedures destined

to releive the user of interface details: declaration of parameters

and local variables. parameter passing mechanisms (generation of data-
segments), retreiving from (storing in) the data-segment by symbolic

reference.

4. "Pascal 2 - Sigma: un systeme de programmation Pascal", provides a

description of the "functional structure" of the Pascal-Sigma compiler:

the major logical components of the compiler are explained together

with the way by which they communicate information. This document

was written with the following intention: to provide a description

of the major parts of a large program (the compiler) and a global

view of its stategy, without annoying the reader with too many low-

level details (which he can easily investigate in the source text

once he understands the structure).

XERnx SIGMA 7 (I
... UNIV."'TY 8TAnOM

101' 7 '80
DC~""'M'NT

0.. COMP-UTa" IIClaMCa
COLL..' 0.. AIIT. AND KIINC..

November 9. 1976

Paacal Implementationa
Univeraity Computer Center
227 Experimental Engineering Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis. MN 55455

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOHING

LARAIlIE, WYOIIING 820'71

D.ar Sir:

I am responding to Timothy Bonham's letter inquiring about the Paecal
efforts in the Computer Science Department at the University of Wyoming.
I will respond in order to the ten points in the letter.

1. I am the only one here who has supervised any students who are
interested in implementing Pa.cal. Mainly student projects have
been involved.
Implementor: Henry R. Bauer. III (307) 766-5134

Computer Science Dept.
University of Wyoming
Box 3682
Laramie. WY82071

2. We have had two projects.
Project 1: Xerox Sigma 7 implementation of Pascal
Project 2: Transfer of Brinch Hansen's Concurrent Pascal to

the Texas Instruments 980A
3. Operating Systems

Project 1: CP-V
Project 2: Stand-alone written in PL980 for a machine with

16K of l6-bit word memory with 2 AED floppy disk
drives

4. No distribution.
5. No documentation.
6. No maintenance.
7. Implementations incomplete.
8. Project 1: A. One product is an interpretter for the Pascal
9. P-code compiler in Metasymbol macros. Running size is about

10. 40K and therefore not too practical. Speed is slow. Currently
the project is shelved but recent student interest may lead us
to dusting it off.
B. A second product is to be a bootstrap of a Paris version of
Pascal for the CII-IRIS 80 and 10070 computers using a neighbor-
ing CDC6400. Project was dropped when the University Computer
center ordered a Pascal from another University; their compiler
has not yet arrived.

Project 2: The concurrent Pascal version is not completely
operationalbut no currenteffortsare underway.

I hope that this informationupdates your records on our Pascal efforts.
I am willing to answer any inquiries others may have.

Yours sincerely,

7.-- '-;/ ?t-~, -
Henr~. Bauer, III

Assistant Professor
of Computer Science

.z
I'T1



I Pt~~!T~~:~:~ :n:~.lt!::f the, PAS~LUSER'S GROUP~~,~,~~~~~'t~~_iC
Y~t~,~nding June ~~{ ,

,'aJJ,receive~JJ.'c4Jssues, ofPiicittNeI,f4t~VL"JQJ'
'

j.t'.,

tb~H)i~_r. Enclos~'~'~;!':f1nd$4..'" ,""hen joinii).,;; oveY'Se~$tx.:ect"
tfifI,~,~~tettVL

.
for

<a io~a1 rep;~i.!~.~ ;~i~t+,',j:;~,
,

I I Please"$eJJd a COPY9;"a6c.at NW6te.tWtNuRi>e~:(i~:',;,k', Enclosed please find'., ,,' "~"
$1.00 for each. .' ('*See the New6tettVL POLICY section for\issues out of print.*)

'-',', -"'i~',,>- ".

I I My new address is -printed below. Please use it
",

01d;!anin9./~CI~JSiililflcan find one.
.

~'
_.;:~ 'i:'-_~i'-_ :.:~:,:;j":_-Y';~:-'j_::-'\~~~~~r~~F"; <,

I I You messedupmY,~JI
",

See bel
\ ,1::.,,>-?,;i:'::<~_:"_'-

-,;
---<_:'J,:';"- '_': "'<;:"'-_~~~\~~i

I I Enclosedare some bugs I would like to report to the maintainer of the
version of Pascal. Please forward it to the

appropriate person so that something can be done about it.

I I Enclosed please find a contribution (such as what we are doing with Pascal
at our computer installation) , idea, article, or opinion which I wish to
submit for publication in the next issue of Pa6cat New6t~.

: ." . .' .

>/1 None of the above.' ',.
,

"

From: name
,

'

<.;~;:~.:,:;~~' ~
,.

~

address

.,

,
?&,;;

:"
,,'

(*Your phone

phone,

date

helps facilitate communication with other PUGmembers.*)



Return to:

University Computer Center

227 Experimental Engineering Building

208 Southeast Union Street

University of Minnesota

Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455 USA

return postage guaranteed
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